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Eukaryotic nuclei are packaged into a higher-order, tightly regulated structure 

called chromatin. The repeating unit of chromatin, the nucleosome, is composed of 

145-147bp of DNA wrapped twice around a histone octamer. Chromatin is highly 

dynamic and undergoes stepwise assembly and disassembly during transcription, 

replication, recombination and repair. During S phase, de novo chromatin assembly 

occurs rapidly on nascent DNA strands, behind the progressing replication fork.  The 

process by which the de novo chromatin landscape arises behind the replication fork 

remains unclear. Numerous molecular factors have been implicated as determinants of 

nucleosome positioning and chromatin assembly. These include the intrinsic 

biophysical affinity of histone proteins towards different DNA sequences, histone 

chaperones (such as Asf1, CAF-1, Rtt106, Vps75), chromatin modifying enzymes (like 

the histone acetyltransferase, Rtt109), chromatin remodeling enzymes (Isw1, Chd1, 

Isw2) and General Regulatory Factors (Abf1, Reb1, Rap1). However, the contribution 

of various molecular players remains ambiguous.   

 

The goal of my doctoral work has been to dissect the intricate network of 

chromatin assembly factors in vivo, using Okazaki fragment synthesis as a tool. Work 

presented in this thesis confirms and extends upon the properties of various molecular 

players in nucleosome assembly and positioning during S-phase. In particular, I 

elucidate the contribution of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes and 



 

histone chaperones in nucleosome assembly and positioning on nascent DNA. In 

addition, an important role for nucleosome abundance and histone structure is also 

described. This thesis provides new evidence for a concerted pathway involving the 

‘loading and remodeling’ of nucleosomes on newly synthesized DNA during S-phase 

in vivo. These findings also shed light on the timing of chromatin maturation in 

budding yeast and the significance of various cis- & trans-determinants of nucleosome 

positioning in eukaryotes. Taken together, this thesis uncovers mechanistic insights 

into establishment and inheritance of chromatin structure that have far-reaching 

consequences for epigenetic regulation and genome maintenance. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Chromatin: packaging eukaryotic genomes into nucleosomes 

 

Eukaryotic genomes are condensed into a tightly regulated, higher-order 

structure called chromatin. The basic repeating unit of chromatin is a nucleoprotein 

particle called the nucleosome (Kornberg, 1974; Olins and Olins, 1974). A 

nucleosome is composed of 145-147bp of DNA wrapped, in approximately two turns, 

around a histone octamer: one (H3-H4)2 hetero-tetramer and two H2A/H2B dimers 

(Luger et al., 1997).  Extensive biochemical and genetic studies have characterized 

chromatin assembly as a step-wise and modular process. Chromatin in the cell is 

dynamic – it undergoes assembly and disassembly during a variety of nucleic acid 

transactions: transcription, replication, recombination and repair (Groth et al., 2007b). 

Two main pathways have emerged from our current understanding of chromatin 

assembly, and its implicit disassembly (Nakatani et al., 2004; Verreault, 2000). 

 

Replication-coupled assembly occurs during S phase and reflects the process 

by which newly synthesized and parental histones are incorporated into nucleosomes 

behind the replication fork (MacAlpine and Almouzni, 2013). Replication-

independent assembly succeeds gene expression, histone turnover or exchange and 

DNA repair and recombination (Ransom et al., 2010). While several key steps and 

factors overlap between these two assembly pathways, this thesis focuses primarily on 

the replication-coupled assembly pathway.  Through decades of research, a common 

model for nucleosome assembly during S-phase has begun to emerge. To summarize: 

nucleosome assembly during DNA replication comprises 1) disruption of parental 
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nucleosomes ahead of the fork; 2) rapid chromatin assembly behind the fork (Gruss et 

al., 1993; Randall and Kelly, 1992); 3) random segregation of histones onto leading 

and lagging strands (Annunziato, 2015). Nucleosomes incorporated onto nascent DNA 

are approximately made up of 50% new (de novo) and 50% parental (recycled) 

histones. Initially, a histone H3/H4 tetramer (made up of both old and new histones) is 

loaded on to DNA followed by rapid deposition of two H2A/H2B dimers (Almouzni 

et al., 1990; Smith and Stillman, 1991). More recently, studies have proposed a 

supplementary step in nucleosome assembly: formation of stable tetrasomes or pre-

nucleosomes (Fei et al., 2015; Torigoe et al., 2011b). The legitimacy and life span of 

these intermediates in vivo remain to be elucidated. Nevertheless, it is claimed that 

such transient entities form non-nucleosomal interactions when incubated with DNA 

in vitro in the presence of key assembly factors.  

 

	    
 
Figure 1-1: DNA replication in the context of chromatin during S phase. Existing 
chromatin (grey lines represent unreplicated DNA double strands; brown spheres represent 
parental histones) undergoes disruption of nucleosomes and unwinding of the DNA helix by 
the replisome components at the fork. Lagging strand replication occurs discontinuously 
resulting in Okazaki fragments (black lines represent nascent DNA) that are eventually ligated 
by DNA ligase 1. Newly deposited histones (nucleosomes) are shown as blue spheres.  
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In addition to compacting a large genome into a relatively miniscule eukaryotic 

nucleus, chromatin also acts as a scaffold for mitigating crucial regulatory processes in 

the cell (Kouzarides, 2007). Unsurprisingly, establishment and maintenance of 

specific chromatin states and structures has gained considerable interest in recent 

years. Histone post-translational modifications (PTMs) (Bannister and Kouzarides, 

2011), histone variants (Venkatesh and Workman, 2015), chromatin-modifying 

proteins (writers, readers, erasers) (Ruthenburg et al., 2007) are some of the epigenetic 

factors defining specific chromatin structures. A combination of these factors gives 

rise to myriad, specialized epigenetic landscapes that can then be inherited across S-

phase and mitosis. Indeed, DNA replication provides a mechanism to first establish 

and then propagate these epigenetic landmarks with high fidelity (Moazed, 2011). 

Such a program of replication-coupled epigenetic memory would ensure that 

regulatory chromatin structures are faithfully transmitted across generations. In 

balance with stable copying of chromatin during DNA replication, there is a potential 

for reprogramming the epigenome. Modulation of chromatin structure permits 

transcriptional regulation in yeast (Rando and Winston, 2012) and also underlies 

differentiation and development in higher eukaryotes (Chen and Dent, 2014). Thus, 

chromatin organization and reconfiguration during S-phase can impinge upon multiple 

critical decisions of gene expression, localization, and cell fate determination amongst 

others.  

 

Replication-coupled nucleosome assembly: putting the beads on a new string 

 

Replication-coupled assembly involves two concurrent assembly mechanisms. 

In the first process, nucleosomes ahead of the fork are disassembled and parental 

histones are segregated, with approximately half of these becoming reincorporated on 
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to nascent DNA (Annunziato, 2005). Meanwhile as part of a second process, de novo 

assembly simultaneously deposits newly synthesized histones into nucleosomes 

behind the fork (MacAlpine and Almouzni, 2013). Together, these two processes 

occur in every dividing eukaryotic cell. Fundamentally, nucleosome assembly occurs 

in close proximity to every progressing replication fork emanating from multiple 

origins across the entire genome. Thus, understanding how nucleosomes are 

assembled during DNA replication is critical in our examination of chromatin 

structures and their associated epigenetic inheritance and memory.  

 

Briefly, the mechanical force unwinding DNA at the replication fork, in 

cooperation with histone-binding proteins such as histone chaperones (discussed 

below), is believed to disrupt parental nucleosomes. Studies in vivo using density-

labeling and in vitro using cell-free replication-systems have proposed a model for the 

disassembly process (Groth et al., 2007b). The two H2A/H2B dimers are more labile 

and easily displaced, while the (H3-H4)2  tetramer remains intact upon dislodgement 

of the octamer. Extensive investigation over the years has shown it is unlikely that the 

parental (H3-H4)2  tetramer is further split into constituent dimers (Annunziato, 2015). 

Yet, histone chaperones like Asf1, that handle histones H3-H4 prior to deposition onto 

nascent DNA exclusively bind H3-H4 dimers (English et al., 2006) while others such 

as CAF-1 and Rtt106 (that receive histones from Asf1 and help load them on DNA) 

can efficiently bind tetramers (Kim et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Su et al., 2012; 

Winkler et al., 2012). Indeed, there has been considerable debate about the probability 

of parental (H3-H4)2  dissociation into two dimers, thereby, allowing for the creation 

of mixed new-and-old (H3-H4)2  tetramers, prior to or during re-assembly 

(Annunziato, 2015; Ray-Gallet and Almouzni, 2010; Zhu and Reinberg, 2011). 

Nonetheless, parental histones carry PTMs that can be recognized, and even act to 
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stimulate the catalysis, by key histone-modifying enzymes, which bind their own 

biochemical products in an allosteric manner. In effect, existing pre-modified histones 

could serve as template for copying pre-existing PTMs onto newly synthesized 

histones in the vicinity through recruitment or reinforcement of histone modifiers (Zhu 

and Reinberg, 2011). Thus, such a mode of histone inheritance provides a simple, self-

perpetuating positive feedback-loop for epigenetic memory via DNA replication-

coupled assembly (Gaydos et al., 2014). Alternatively, histone-modifying enzymes 

could be directly mobilized onto newly synthesized DNA by mechanisms independent 

of histone-inheritance and PTM dilution (Budhavarapu et al., 2013).  

 

Connected to the inheritance of existing histones, a principal chicken-and-egg 

dilemma hinders interrogation of chromatin assembly. Namely, it is challenging to 

ascertain with certainty whether, and if so, how the disassembly of parental histones 

(ahead of the replication fork) influences nucleosome assembly behind the fork.  The 

two processes are co-regulated and many factors, such as histone chaperone 

Asf1(Adkins and Tyler, 2004), are likely shared (Groth et al., 2007a; Groth et al., 

2005; Jasencakova et al., 2010). It is easy to envisage a situation wherein defects in 

chromatin assembly behind the fork originally arise due to problems of replicating 

through disorganized chromatin ahead of the fork or due to inefficient disassembly in 

the path of the DNA polymerase. The nature of this coupling confounds the analysis of 

replication-coupled assembly. Although it is of fundamental importance in initial 

establishment of chromatin on newly synthesized DNA, replication-coupled chromatin 

assembly occurs very rapidly (Sogo et al., 1986) and poses a veritable challenge to 

high resolution examination in vivo.  
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Dynamics in vivo: obstacles to examination of rapid nucleosome assembly 

 

Investigation of replication-coupled assembly has formerly relied on in vitro 

assays using cell-free extracts, characterization of physical interactions between 

histones and chromatin-associated proteins, testing purified chromatin assembly 

factors through plasmid supercoiling or nuclease digestion, and genetic analyses in 

model organisms (MacAlpine and Almouzni, 2013). Thus far, in vivo replication-

coupled chromatin assembly has not been amenable to high-resolution examination 

owing to: 1) the short timeframe for rapid assembly events and, 2) the inherent 

coupling of disassembly of parental chromatin ahead of the fork with assembly behind 

the fork. Within the limited resolution of electron micrographs it was previously 

demonstrated that nucleosomes are deposited within ~100-300bp of the progressing 

fork during DNA replication (Gasser et al., 1996; Jackson, 1988; Sogo et al., 1986).   

 

However, a lingering concept in the field claims that nascent chromatin 

structure undergoes an elaborate maturation process after the passage of the replication 

fork. This idea derives from studies in the 1970-80s that proposed newly assembled 

nucleosomes are inherently different from steady-state chromatin based on their 

susceptibility to nuclease digestion. In HeLa cells, pulse-chase experiments reported 

that micrococcal nuclease (MNase) or DNase I can readily digest newly assembled 

chromatin relative to bulk chromatin. Furthermore, nascent chromatin was found to 

take ~15-20 minutes to attain similar accessibility as total chromatin (Seale, 1975). 

Another study found a similar delay (20 minutes) in maturation of MNase-cleaved 

nascent DNA fragments compared to bulk DNA in sea urchin blastulae (Levy and 

Jakob, 1978). This hypothesis was further bolstered by experiments suggesting that it 

took 15-25 minutes for chromatin to mature in SV40 infected CV-1 cells (Klempnauer 
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et al., 1980). It was also proposed a transient deficit of histones on newly replicated 

DNA results in sub-nucleosome sized digestion products. Combined, these reports led 

to the widespread conclusion that the lag in maturation represents an assembly delay 

during DNA replication. In contrast, another group reported faster mature chromatin 

formation (within 5 minutes after pulse-chase) as evidenced by differences in density 

of nascent versus unreplicated DNA in a hepatoma tissue culture (HCC) model 

(Jackson and Chalkley, 1981). Despite the discrepancy in the maturation timeframe, 

this group also reported Staph nuclease and DNase I digestion consistently showed 

higher accessibility (even forming sub-nucleosome particles) in newly replicated DNA 

as compared to the bulk DNA. Hence, in agreement with previous work, these data 

were taken to be symptomatic of altered spacing right behind the fork.  More recently, 

studies from the Henikoff and Kadonaga groups have also favored the notion that 

configuration of newly assembled chromatin differs significantly from mature 

chromatin, and likely, undergoes intermediate assembly and positioning steps (Fei et 

al., 2015; Khuong et al., 2015; Ramachandran and Henikoff, 2016). 

 

Bulk nuclease-accessibility cannot parse out the precise mechanism 

underpinning nucleosome assembly and positioning in vivo. Owing to an inherently 

dynamic nature, nucleosome assembly during DNA replication presents a considerable 

impediment to detailed investigation especially at specific regions in the genome like 

regulatory features. Previous work has implied the rapid assembly of nucleosomes at 

the highly repetitive, high-copy rDNA locus (Lucchini et al., 2001). Currently, a 

general nucleosome assembly paradigm across the genome remains to be elucidated. 

In addition, questions relating to factors responsible for the initial nucleosome 

organization remain open to speculation. 
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Okazaki-fragments: a tool to study nucleosome assembly in vivo 

 

In former studies, we delineated Okazaki fragment synthesis on the lagging 

strand, in budding yeast, as a reliable proxy to examine eukaryotic chromatin 

assembly (McGuffee et al., 2013; Smith and Whitehouse, 2012). This approach 

provides a rapid and direct handle on the chromatin assembly process behind the 

replication fork. Okazaki fragment synthesis and maturation is a multi-protein, multi-

step event (Burgers, 2009). Briefly, Okazaki fragments are synthesized on the lagging 

strand, in the form of single stranded DNA, anti-directional to fork progression. Pol α-

primase initiates each Okazaki fragment by laying down a short, ~35-50nt, RNA-DNA 

primer. Subsequently, RFC (the clamp loader) loads PCNA (the sliding clamp) onto 

the 3′ primer end of the primer and stimulates elongation by exchanging Pol α-

primase for polymerase δ (Pol δ), the replicative and processive polymerase. Pol δ 

continues polymerization through the 3′ end of the fragment until it encounters the 5′ 

end of the preceding Okazaki fragment.  Invoking its strand displacement activity, Pol 

δ extends through the 5′ end and displaces a single stranded flap. Flap Endonuclease 1 

(Fen1), a structure-specific nuclease, stimulates this strand-displacement activity of 

Pol δ.  Fen1 then cleaves the resultant flap and leaves behind a nick in the duplex 

DNA, which is finally sealed by the replicative ligase Lig1 (Cdc9). 

 

Using a strain of S. cerevisiae in which Cdc9p can be conditionally depleted, 

we demonstrated that Okazaki fragment size-distribution mirrors the periodicity of 

native nucleosome repeat (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012). Strikingly, we observed that 

the 5′ and 3′ ends of Okazaki fragments align with nucleosome dyads suggesting that 

nicks created by Fen1 are not in the linker regions. 
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Figure 1-2: Nucleosome assembly is inherently linked to lagging-strand synthesis.  Left 
panel shows radiolabeled Okazaki fragments or nucleosome-associated DNA (digested with 
increasing amounts of MNase) resolved using alkaline denaturing gel electrophoresis. 
Unligated Okazaki fragments from a wild-type strain display a discrete periodicity that mirrors 
the chromatin repeat obtained from nuclease digestion. Data from Smith and Whitehouse, 
2012 demonstrated that nucleosome assembly dictates the position and length of Okazaki 
fragments. 

 

Our findings support a model wherein Pol δ is impeded by newly deposited 

nucleosomes, causing it to dissociate near the dyad and repeat the cycle of elongation 

on a new primer. As such, the in vivo data provides evidence that lagging strand 

synthesis is tightly linked with chromatin assembly. Further, we were able to enrich 

and deep sequence Okazaki fragments in order to generate a comprehensive, genomic 

map of DNA synthesis, starting from a single asynchronous culture	  (McGuffee et al., 

2013).  Hence, using lagging-strand synthesis we can begin to address key questions 

about replication-coupled chromatin assembly and delineate events occurring as the 

replication fork progresses.  

 

(Micrococcal Nuclease)

Trisome 

Disome 

Monosome 
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Packers & Movers: determinants of nucleosome assembly and positioning 

 

We sought to explore one major query: what are the players that help assemble 

chromatin behind the replication fork? The answer is likely a combination of several 

factors, but the interplay between different molecular components is unclear. Multiple 

factors have been implicated as determinants of nucleosome positioning and 

chromatin assembly. In budding yeast, these include: 

• Histone chaperones such as Asf1, CAF-1, Rtt106 [Reviewed in 

(Burgess and Zhang, 2013a; Gurard-Levin et al., 2014; Ransom et al., 

2010)] 

• ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes such as Isw1, Chd1, 

Isw2 [Reviewed in (Clapier and Cairns, 2009a; Narlikar et al., 2013; 

Vignali et al., 2000)] 

• Non-histone DNA-binding proteins such as general regulatory factors, 

GRFs (Abf1, Reb1, Rap1) 

• Structure, composition and availability of nucleosomes 

• Intrinsic DNA-sequence preference of histone proteins  

 

Here, a general compilation introducing different assembly factors is provided.  

 

Histone Chaperones: 

 

Broadly, histone chaperones are a diverse group of acidic proteins that bind, 

escort and load histones onto DNA. The members of this group share little sequence 

similarity. Nevertheless, several histone chaperones may contain hydrophobic/acidic 

beta sheets, with edges of these beta sheets exposed for histone binding. The first 
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histone chaperone was discovered as an acidic protein in the nucleoplasm of frog 

oocytes	   (Laskey et al., 1978). The authors called the acidic factor a  "molecular 

chaperone". Later termed nucleoplasmin, its activity prevented aggregation of histones 

with DNA and assembled nucleosomes.  

 

Histone chaperones associate with histones from the moment of their production in 

soluble form, through their incorporation into chromatin, until their proteolytic 

degradation.  Importantly, histone chaperones are required during distinct phases of 

the life cycle of histone proteins in the cell: 

 

i. Import into nucleus: histones synthesized in the cytosol need to be shuttled into 

the nucleus for genome packaging, e.g. Nap1 (Nucleosome Assembly Protein 1) 

regulates shuttling of H2A/H2B into nucleus (Mosammaparast et al., 2002). Note 

that Nap1 also could also serve a nucleosome assembly function (Aguilar-Gurrieri 

et al., 2016). 

ii. Response to stress: histone chaperones regulate histone supply by maintaining 

soluble pools for stress conditions, e.g. in humans, nuclear autoantigenic sperm 

protein (NASP) acts as a histone H3-H4 sink and prevents untimely degradation 

(Cook et al., 2011). DNA damage response invokes histone chaperones HIRA, 

FACT and CAF-1 to restore chromatin at sites of UV-induced breaks (Dabin et al., 

2016). 

iii. Scaffold for histone modifications: histone chaperones act to bridge interactions 

between histone modifying enzymes and their substrates, e.g Asf1 (anti-silencing 

function 1) presents newly synthesized H3K56 on histone H3 to Rtt109 histone 

acetyl-trasnferase (HAT) and stimulates its acetylation prior to deposition on to 

DNA(Driscoll et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007a; Tsubota et al., 2007a). 
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iv. Nucleosome loading: histone chaperones such as CAF-1 (Stillman, 1986) and 

Rtt106 (Huang et al., 2005) are involved in DNA replication-coupled nucleosome 

deposition. Another integral histone chaperone, FACT (facilitates chromatin 

transcription) forms a bridge between histones and components of the replisome 

such as MCM helicase, placing it in close proximity to nascent DNA (Foltman et 

al., 2013). HIRA complex deposits histone variant H3.3 in a replication-

independent pathway (Ray-Gallet et al., 2002) while DAXX loads the same variant 

at telomeres (Goldberg et al., 2010). HJURP places centromeric histone H3 variant 

CENP-A during late telophase-early G1 in human cells (Dunleavy et al., 2009; 

Foltz et al., 2009). Assembly during transcription is facilitated by histone 

chaperones FACT, Asf1 and Spt6 amongst others (Gurard-Levin et al., 2014). 

	    
Figure 1-3: Histone chaperones help load and assemble nucleosomes during DNA 
replication.  Schematic depicts histone chaperones (green) depositing histones H3-H4 on to 
nascent DNA. Existing chromatin (grey lines represent unreplicated DNA double strands; 
brown spheres represent parental histones organized into nucleosomes) is dislodged by the 
replisome components at the fork (shown as a black arrow). Black lines represent nascent 
DNA and newly synthesized nucleosomes are shown as blue spheres. Parental histones (brown 
spheres) are segregated and about half are incorporated into new nucleosomes. 

 

In general, histone chaperones are classified depending on the histone pair they 

bind. Exceptions exist as some histone chaperones like FACT can bind both H3-H4 
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and H2A-H2B (Belotserkovskaya et al., 2003). Although unverified, current 

speculation presupposes that each histone variant associates with its own specific 

histone chaperone. For example, histone variant H2A.Z incorporation involves Chz1 

chaperone and SWR-C remodeling complex activity (Hong et al., 2014).  In an 

attempt to dissect replication-coupled assembly, the Stillman group pioneered the use 

of in vitro cell-free systems coupled to SV40 DNA replication (Stillman, 1986). In a 

series of experiments, it was found that CAF-1 selectively deposited nucleosomes onto 

newly synthesized DNA (Smith and Stillman, 1989, 1991; Stillman, 1986). Therefore, 

CAF-1 was identified as a principal replication-coupled histone chaperone. This 

opened the field for demarcation of other key histone chaperones involved in 

nucleosome assembly pathways.  Based on genetic and biochemical experiments, 

classical phenotypes of histone chaperone mutants were mainly subsidiary readouts of 

aberrant replication-coupled assembly, such as increased sensitivity to DNA-damaging 

agents and/or defective transcriptional silencing (Gurard-Levin et al., 2014; Ransom et 

al., 2010). This stereotypical characterization further highlights the lack of in vivo 

assays to closely examine nucleosome assembly at the replication fork.  

 

Briefly, during replication-coupled assembly, histone chaperone Asf1 handles 

newly synthesized H3-H4 dimers (English et al., 2006; Natsume et al., 2007), acting 

as a scaffold for their modification (such as H3K56ac by Rtt109-Vps75, a HAT-

histone chaperone complex). Modified dimers are transferred from Asf1 to CAF-1 and 

Rtt106 for subsequent deposition during DNA replication (Driscoll et al., 2007; Han et 

al., 2007b; Tsubota et al., 2007b). Asf1 also serves, similar to nucleoplasmin in higher 

eukaryotes, as a reservoir regulating the traffic and supply of free histones in the 

nucleus	   (Groth et al., 2007a; Groth et al., 2005). As mentioned earlier, recent 

experimentation ascribes an important function to CAF-1 and Rtt106 histone 
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chaperones i.e. the tetramerization of (H3-H4)2 dimers, prior to deposition on to 

replicated DNA (Kim et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Su et al., 2012; Winkler et al., 

2012). CAF-1 physically associates with histone chaperones Asf1 (Liu et al., 2012; 

Tyler et al., 2001) and Rtt106 (Huang et al., 2005) and also with the replisome via 

PCNA (Moggs et al., 2000; Shibahara and Stillman, 1999). Similar to FACT, these 

histone chaperones operate along with the replisome during S-phase. 

 

Histones are highly positively charged proteins that can be buffered by acidic 

adaptor protein, including RNA and polyanions such as polyglutamic acid	  (Ito et al., 

1997b). As such, histone chaperones involved in loading of histones during DNA 

replication could also capture and re-assemble parental histones disassembled ahead of 

the replication fork, for example Asf1 (Adkins and Tyler, 2004). Pathways for de novo 

assembly and parental histone segregation are expected to occur concomitantly during 

S-phase and, likely, utilize shared machinery. While some players have been 

characterized, several redundant histone chaperones remain to be identified.  

 

Pertinent to this discussion of replication-coupled nucleosome assembly, it 

should be noted that multiple histone chaperones could act in concert to deposit core 

histones on nascent DNA. Like CAF-1 and Rtt106, it is possible that other histone 

chaperones with similar histone-pair substrates (Nap1 and FACT) probably coordinate 

and complement their assembly roles. However, it remains uncertain whether these 

cognate functions are truly redundant during replication-coupled nucleosome 

assembly and positioning. The crosstalk between known histone chaperones remains 

ambiguous. Histone chaperones are proficient in depositing histones onto DNA in 

vitro, yet the resulting chromatin does not resemble bulk chromatin obtained from 

cells (Struhl and Segal, 2013). Reconstituted nucleosomes essentially lack regular 
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spacing, hinting towards the activity of additional players during nucleosome 

assembly in vivo. 

 

ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes 

 

Nearly thirty years ago, reports first proposed that in vitro chromatin assembly 

is an active, ATP-dependent process (Glikin et al., 1984). Indeed, mere loading of 

nucleosomes on DNA does not necessarily ensure their proper spacing. Nucleosome 

arrays generated from reconstitution on in vitro DNA templates (using purified 

histones and histone chaperones) were unable to recapitulate nucleosome positioning 

observed in extant MNase-seq and other in vivo genomic studies (Kaplan et al., 2009; 

Zhang et al., 2009). These findings further implicated ATP-dependent remodeling as 

an important determinant of nucleosome assembly and positioning. Chromatin 

remodelers (chromatin remodeling enzymes) are ATP-driven motors that help space 

and position nucleosomes on DNA (Clapier and Cairns, 2009a; Narlikar et al., 2013; 

Vignali et al., 2000). All chromatin remodelers belong to the highly conserved family 

of Snf2-helicases, based on their common Snf2 ATPase domain (Flaus et al., 2006). 

 

Originally identified in a screen for genes involved in regulating mating type 

switching (SWI) and sucrose fermentation (Sucrose Non-Fermenting), yeast Snf2 

protein is the catalytic subunit of the multi-subunit SWI/SNF complex (Flaus and 

Owen-Hughes, 2011). Based on sequence homology to the founding member, many 

other proteins have been added to the Snf2-family. The common Snf2 ATPase domain 

found in all these proteins includes seven helicase-related sequence motifs that are 

also found in DExx box helicases (Hopfner et al., 2012). Helicase-related proteins are 

clustered within superfamilies (SF1, SF2, SF3 etc.) based on the sequence and spacing 
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of these motifs (Fairman-Williams et al., 2010). All the Snf2 family proteins belong to 

the larger SF2 superfamily (Clapier and Cairns, 2009b). The Snf2 domain helps these 

proteins translocate along DNA by utilizing the energy of ATP hydrolysis, a reaction 

stimulated by the presence of DNA and DNA-protein substrates. Consequently, these 

molecular motors generate a mechanical force that can be used to fuel sliding, 

exchange or destabilization of histones. Chromatin remodelers in the Snf2 family are 

further segregated into one of four sub-families (SWI/SNF, ISW1, Mi-2/CHD, and 

INO80) based on their constituent disparate domains, besides the common ATPase 

element (Bao and Shen, 2007).  

 

Although the Snf2-domain is highly conserved across members of the Snf2-

family, the precise functions carried out by individual helicases belonging to various 

sub-families are surprisingly diverse 	   (Narlikar et al., 2013). While certain Snf2 

proteins like RSC and SWI/SNF disrupt, reposition and/or dissociate nucleosomes, 

other members can generate regularly spaced arrays of nucleosomes (Chd1 and ISWI). 

Some Snf2 family members aid in the exchange of histones/histone variants within a 

nucleosome (INO80 and SWR1) whereas others can even interact with non-

nucleosomal substrates (Mot1). Strikingly, Snf2-helicases appear to have acquired 

additional or alternative roles during evolution. A divergence in biological roles can, 

thus, be observed across remodelers present in different species. For example, budding 

yeast Chd1 appears to play a partially redundant function with the action of other 

spacing enzymes, such as Isw1 and Isw2, in vitro (Tsukiyama et al., 1999a). Hrp1 and 

its paralog Hrp3, the two CHD1 homologs in fission yeast, can also generate regularly 

spaced nucleosome arrays (Pointner et al., 2012). In addition to this role, Hrp1 is 

involved in exchange of canonical histone H3 with the centromeric variant, Cnp1 

(Walfridsson et al., 2005). Drosophila Chd1 has developed a specialized role in the 
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deposition of the histone variant H3.3 (Konev et al., 2007). These widespread 

activities displayed by similar Snf2-proteins underlie their complexity and represent 

an impediment to parsing out their defined, unique roles in vivo. 

 

Drosophila ACF (ATP-utilizing chromatin assembly and remodeling factor) was 

one of the first purified chromatin remodelers to be extensively characterized in vitro	  

(Ito et al., 1997a). It consists of two subunits, ACF1 and the Isw1 ATPase subunit. 

Using nucleosome assembly assays, it was demonstrated that ACF possesses 

chromatin assembly activity in association with a histone chaperone, like Nap1. 

Intriguingly, it also displayed chromatin-remodeling activity by organizing assembled 

nucleosomes into periodic arrays. Subsequent work from the Kadonaga, Korber 

groups and others characterized the in vitro chromatin assembly activity of CHD 

remodelers (Lusser et al., 2005a; Pointner et al., 2012). Together these early 

experiments pointed towards a joint role for histone chaperones and chromatin 

remodelers in assembling nucleosomes in vitro (Haushalter and Kadonaga, 2003b; 

Loyola and Almouzni, 2004; Tyler, 2002). Further studies led to identification of Isw1 

and Isw2 chromatin remodelers in budding yeast, homologs of the Isw1 subunit of fly 

ACF. Isw1 containing complexes are conserved across yeast, Xenopus, mice and 

humans indicating their centrality in chromatin organization. To date, several other 

ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes have been discovered and 

characterized across several species (Bao and Shen, 2007).   

 

Like histone chaperones, chromatin remodelers are involved in DNA replication-

independent chromatin assembly processes during transcription, repair of damaged 

DNA etc. (Clapier and Cairns, 2009b). Indeed, chromatin remodeling enzymes have 

mainly been studied for their roles during gene transcription such as:  
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• Modulation of promoter chromatin architecture 

• Eviction or exchange of canonical histones and their variants during gene 

expression 

• Reassembly of nucleosomes in coding regions, in the wake of RNA 

polymerase II 

 
Figure 1-4: ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes organize nucleosomes into 
periodic arrays.  ATP-dependent remodeling generates regularly spaced chromatin and has 
been extensively characterized using biochemical approaches. Schematic depicts histone 
chaperones, like Nap1 or CAF-1 (green) depositing histones on to nascent DNA. However, in 
vitro nucleosome positioning is dependent upon the addition of ATP and purified chromatin 
remodelers, like ACF, Isw1, Isw2 and Chd1.  

 

 By extension, a longstanding premise has credited ATP-dependent chromatin 

remodelers as being the loading and phasing motors at the replication fork. 

Conceptually, from a chromatin-assembly perspective DNA replication can be likened 

to other DNA transactions such as transcription, recombination etc.  Indeed, both 

DNA replication and gene transcription require DNA-unwinding, nucleosome 

disassembly ahead of the elongating DNA or RNA polymerase followed by prompt re-
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assembly in the wake of the extending polymerase.  Supporting evidence for this 

speculation has come mainly from biochemical experiments with purified remodelers 

(as described above), along with genetic (Vincent et al., 2008) or imaging-based 

studies (Collins et al., 2002; Poot et al., 2004) of mutants lacking one or more 

remodelers.   
	   

	  

An important genome-wide MNase-seq study by the Owen-Hughes group 

examined chromatin structure around transcription start-sites (TSS) in budding yeast	  

(Gkikopoulos et al., 2011). The principal finding was poorly organized chromatin in 

gene bodies in the	   (Δisw1,Δchd1) double	   and	   (Δisw1,Δchd1,Δisw2) triple deletion	  

mutants. These data support known roles of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling 

enzymes in organization of genic arrays of nucleosomes in vivo. Interestingly, overall 

transcriptional output and MNase ladders in these mutants remained largely 

unaffected. These experiments used asynchronous yeast populations reflecting a mix 

of replicating and post-replication genomes.  Since transcript levels did not correlate 

with severe nucleosome disorganization in the remodeler mutants, there remains a 

formal possibility chromatin defects arose during DNA replication. However, the 

precise function of these enzymes during different assembly pathways was not directly 

addressed.  

 

So far we have considered sequence non-specific trans-factors such as histone 

chaperones and ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers as determinants of nucleosome 

assembly and positioning. Nascent DNA is also exposed to a constellation of 

sequence-dependent factors that can associate quickly and stably during replication. 
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DNA-binding non-histone proteins 

 

Collectively, results from earlier biochemical and in vivo experiments indicate 

that different chromatin remodelers are 1) redundant, 2) dispensable for bulk spacing 

and global gene expression, and 3) critical for phasing around regulatory regions (gene 

promoters) and gene bodies. Recent work argues that various remodeling enzymes 

push and direct nucleosomes relative to ‘focal points’, i.e., to the TSS or also 

transcription termination sites (Yen et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011). As reported in 

these studies, nucleosomes are highly organized at 5′ end of genes supporting a 

packing-mechanism of chromatin organization. In collaboration with the Korber 

group, the Pugh group also proposes that ISWI- and/or CHD-type remodeling 

enzymes mediate the establishment of nucleosomal arrays with respect to reference 

points or molecular barriers near genes (Zhang et al., 2011). Prime candidates for focal 

points that act as physical, contextual cues across the genome are essential 

transcription factors (General regulatory factors or GRFs) and other non-histone 

DNA-binding proteins (Hartley and Madhani, 2009; Yarragudi et al., 2004; Yu and 

Morse, 1999). 

 

Most yeast promoters are characterized by certain stereotypic and conserved 

structural elements (Hughes and Rando, 2014). It is important to highlight that non-

stereotypical architecture can also be observed at a subset of inducible (heat-shock, 

stress-response) genes (Lieleg et al., 2015). The highly specialized nucleosome-array 

at the majority of promoters corresponds to the mechanism of regulation of gene 

expression. At most promoters, a prevalent element is the presence of a relatively 

nucleosome-depleted or free region (NDR or NFR), usually ~150-200 bp of accessible 

linker DNA (Iyer, 2012). The nuclease hypersensitive NFR serves as a landing-pad for 
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components of the transcription machinery and is often associated with other 

functional elements such as replication origins, enhancers etc. Another critical element 

of promoter architecture is the first nucleosome downstream of the NFR, invariably a 

strongly positioned octamer referred to as the  “+1 nucleosome”. 

 

In yeast, the transcription start site (TSS) is within 12bp of the 5′ edge of the 

+1 nucleosome (Jiang and Pugh, 2009; Lee et al., 2007). Nucleosomes further 

downstream of the +1 nucleosome are termed +2, +3, +4 and so on, while those 

upstream of the NFR are called -1 (fairly well-positioned), -2, -3, -4 etc. Generally, 

nucleosomes in the coding region of a gene are phased in a periodic fashion; the 

degree of nucleosome positioning attenuates as a function of distance from the +1 

nucleosome.  Genome-wide nucleosome mapping demonstrated remarkably conserved 

chromatin structure at NDRs found throughout eukaryotic genomes (Hughes and 

Rando, 2014; Lieleg et al., 2015).  Additionally, nucleosome positioning at distinct 

subsets of promoters requires the essential Myb family proteins Abf1 and Reb1, 

whose binding sites are enriched in yeast NFRs (Hartley and Madhani, 2009; Lee et 

al., 2007). GRFs like Abf1, Reb1 and Rap1 are essential to the yeast genome and bind 

to several hundreds of promoters, respectively. 

 

Fundamentally, sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins including 

transcription factors have been studied in relation to gene expression. However, 

evidence suggests that other nuclear processes, including DNA replication, could also 

involve the same factors. For example, GRFs can associate with auxiliary sequences 

next to viral and cellular replication origins and induce chromatin changes and 

enhance replication initiation (Murakami and Ito, 1999).  In yeast, Abf1 has been 
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shown to influence local nucleosome structure by binding near replication origins and 

augmenting origin firing	  (Aparicio, 2013). 

 
 Figure 1-5: Highly organized nucleosome architecture exists around promoters. Left 
panel: Gene promoters display characteristic structural elements that are conserved across 
evolution. General regulatory factors (GRFs, purple) and other DNA-binding factors along 
with chromatin-remodeling enzymes (not shown here) help clear nucleosomes from promoters 
giving rise to a NDR or NFR (nucleosome-depleted/free region). Right panel [taken from 
(Zhang et al., 2011)]: Reconstitution of nucleosomes in vitro using whole cell extracts 
supplemented with ATP recapitulated, to a large extent, the strongly positioned +1 
nucleosome and periodically spaced nucleosomes in gene bodies. 

 

We previously reported that Okazaki fragment termini are enriched at Abf1, 

Reb1, and Rap1-binding sites, on the fork-proximal side of synthesis (Smith and 

Whitehouse, 2012).  Supporting their function as determinants of nucleosome 

assembly and positioning, we inferred that GRFs could rapidly bind nascent DNA and 

help phase nucleosomes. Alongside barrier elements and remodeling motors, histone-

modifying enzymes can also influence the structure of chromatin. 
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Structure, composition and availability of nucleosomes 

 

Histone post-translational modifications have garnered considerable interest in 

recent times as these provide an additional layer of regulating chromatin states	  

(Kouzarides, 2007). During synthesis in the cytosol and import into the nucleus, early 

PTMs on newly synthesized histones are implicated in regulating a variety of 

processes: histone folding, processing and trafficking across the nuclear membrane. 

Once in the nucleus, PTMs on histones can modulate important interactions with 

histone chaperones. Histone PTMs can also be read by a variety of effector chromatin-

associated proteins (writers, readers, and erasers) resulting in crucial changes in 

chromatin accessibility, transcriptional regulation and epigenetic configuration 

(Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011). DNA replication could serve as a copy-paste step 

for transmission of critical PTMs from parental histones to daughter epigenomes	  (Zhu 

and Reinberg, 2011). 

 

Moroever, de novo PTMs are regularly reported to occur on a large proportion 

of histones in the cell (Benson et al., 2006). However, for several such PTMs clear 

biological functions remain to be defined. For example, H4 K5ac and K12ac are 

consistently detected on new histones and represent a highly conserved mark from 

yeast to humans (Sobel et al., 1995). These modifications, considered to help 

nuclear import of novel histones, are catalyzed by histone acetyl-transferases Hat1, 

Hat2 and Hif1 in yeast and Hat1-RbAp46 in humans. Yet, H4 K5, K8, K12, 

K16 mutation to arginine was found to leave nuclear import unimpaired in another 

study (Glowczewski et al., 2004). Similarly in human cells, Hat1-RbAp46 was found 

to be dispensable for replication-coupled assembly, although loss of the HAT 

sensitizes cells to DNA damage during replication (Barman et al., 
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2006).  Interestingly, histone H4 K5, K8 and K12 residues were previously reported to 

be redundant for nucleosome assembly in yeast (Ma et al., 1998). 

 

 
Figure 1-6: Post-translation modification of histone proteins contributes to epigenome 
regulation and maintenance. Addition of covalent functional groups (shown as a yellow 
star) to key histone residues by histone-modifying enzymes (pink) results in establishment, 
maintenance and propagation of regulatory epigenetic domains across cell populations. NDR 
= nucleosome depleted regions; +1 nucleosome shows an arrow representing direction of 
transcription. 
 

In yeast, two HATs Gcn5 and Rtt109 (the latter in association with histone 

chaperone, Vps75) can acetylate lysine residues K9, K14, K27 on histone H3 in vivo 

(Burgess et al., 2010; Fillingham et al., 2008). Importantly, H3K56ac mediated by the 

combined activities of Rtt109-Vps75 and Asf1 is believed to be present on every 

newly synthesized histone H3 (Driscoll et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007b; Tsubota et al., 

2007b). The acetylation of H3K56 is implicated in increasing the affinity of newly 

synthesized histone H3-H4 dimers towards histone chaperones CAF-1 and Rtt106 

during replication-coupled assembly (Fazly et al., 2012; Li et al., 2008). Recently, 

another histone modification state was ascribed to all newly synthesized histones 

Post-translational 
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(Saredi et al., 2016), namely H4K20me0 (me0 = unmodified methyl state, me1/me2 = 

mono- or di-methylation). For a detailed list of histone PTMs, refer to Table 1 in 

review by (Groth et al., 2007b). Importantly, these histone marks carry the potential to 

influence nucleosome assembly and positioning during every phase of the cell cycle.  

 

In addition to the chemical adduct linked covalently to the nucleosome (acetyl 

group, methyl group etc.) the primary amino acid sequence of core histones must also 

be considered. The presence or absence of integral residues could modify the spectrum 

of PTMs displayed on a nucleosome. This idea is exemplified in the “histone-code” 

which aims to elucidate the complete catalogue of histone PTMs, characterizing each 

amino acid, one at a time (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Strahl and Allis, 2000). Besides 

the capacity to be modified post-translation, amino acid residues are also structurally 

important for establishing critical contacts with the DNA helix and maintaining the 

integrity of the nucleosome octamer (Luger et al., 1997). A high-throughput study 

mutated every inessential histone H3 and H4 residue in yeast and reported the results 

of their meta-analysis (Dai et al., 2008). While histone residues required for 

transcriptional silencing (mainly at telomeres, HM silent-mating and rDNA loci), 

DNA repair (specifically NHEJ) could be identified through such a large-scale screen, 

the definitive contribution of individual histone H3 and H4 amino acids to replication-

coupled nucleosome assembly remains uncertain.  

 

Histone gene expression peaks during S-phase in agreement with the demand 

for de novo nucleosome assembly	  (Osley, 1991). Moreover, cellular levels of histones 

are actively regulated and greatly affect genome integrity (Singh et al., 2010). S. 

cerevisiae possess two copies of the gene encoding each core histone. A single report 

found that the two H3-H4 alleles do not encode equivalent mRNA transcripts	  (Cross 
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and Smith, 1988), yet only one copy is sufficient for viability. Surprisingly, no dosage 

compensation was observed from the other copy when the highly transcribed locus 

was deleted. In fact, calculated estimates indicate that the four core histones are 

produced in great excess relative to the requirement for chromosome assembly (Liang 

et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2009b).  

 

Excess histones could have harmful consequences such as aberrant 

chromosome loss and cytotoxicity, especially in the face of DNA damage (Singh et 

al., 2010). Therefore, surplus histone levels are kept in check via Rad53-mediated 

phosphorylation and the ubiquitin-proteasome degradation pathway (Gunjan and 

Verreault, 2003; Singh et al., 2009a). Free H3-H4 proteins are regulated through their 

binding to Asf1 (Groth et al., 2007a; Groth et al., 2005; Jasencakova et al., 2010). On 

the other hand, inadequate supply of new, core histones during replication-coupled 

assembly is also deleterious. In the absence of core histone H4, budding yeast cells 

lose nearly half of all their nucleosomes and undergo spontaneous DNA damage, 

displaying lethality in S-phase (Kim et al., 1988). This loss of viability could not be 

adequately rescued by re-expression of histones in G2 phase. Therefore, de novo 

assembly is essential to replenish nucleosome density on the daughter genomes. 

Notably, availability of core histones in a timely and sufficient manner – in the 

nucleus and, more specifically, at the replication fork – serve as integral criteria for 

nucleosome assembly during S-phase. 
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Intrinsic DNA-sequence preference of histone proteins 

 

The base composition of DNA provides additional complexity by favoring or 

excluding nucleosomes during assembly and positioning (Hughes and Rando, 2014). 

As a corollary, the primary sequence of histones, their folding into an octamer and the 

PTMs they display could result in varying degrees of biophysical affinity towards the 

underlying DNA sequence. There is ongoing debate regarding the extent to which 

DNA-sequence guides nucleosome positioning in vivo (Struhl and Segal, 2013). 

Studies from the Widom and Segal groups, amongst others, established the concept of 

a “genomic code” underpinning the nucleosome organization of more than half of all 

positioned nucleosomes (Segal et al., 2006).  In contrast to sequence-driven 

positioning, Kornberg and Stryer’s statistical positioning model invoked barriers 

against which nucleosomes (hard spheres free to position along DNA) will statistically 

organize themselves (Kornberg and Stryer, 1988). The barriers themselves, in turn, do 

rely on certain DNA sequence-specific binding sites distributed along the genome. 

 

Adding support to the sequence-dependent model of nucleosome positioning, 

certain DNA sequences disfavor nucleosomes, for example poly(dA:dT) and 

poly(dG:dC) tracts. Indeed, poly(dA:dT) sequences exclude nucleosome formation in 

vitro by salt-gradient dialysis (SGD) (Kaplan et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Zhang et 

al., 2011). Moreover, yeast NDRs show a strong enrichment for these sequences (Lee 

et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2005). Yet, S. pombe promoters do not correlate with 

increased occurrence of poly(dA:dT) tracts (Lantermann et al., 2010), instead being 

enriched at nucleosome dyads	   (Moyle-Heyrman et al., 2013). This strongly argues 

against the extrapolation of in vitro criteria (derived from biophysical algorithm-based 

modeling or salt-reconstitution) to generally explain nucleosome positioning in vivo 
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under physiological conditions and across evolutionarily divergent model organisms. 

Moreover, heterologous DNA sequences transferred from evolutionarily distant yeast 

species in to S. cerevisiae displayed NDRs and adopted nucleosome positioning 

similar to budding yeast	   (Hughes et al., 2012). This finding reiterates the non-

universality of an intrinsic biophysical affinity of histones for DNA sequence and 

favors a species-specific model requiring the activity of host trans-factors (as 

mentioned in preceding sections).  

 

On the other hand, bending of DNA around periodic dA/dT dinucleotide-

repeats consistently permits effective wrapping of DNA around a histone octamer 

(Drew and Travers, 1985). Moreover, it has been reported that introduction of ectopic 

poly(dA:dT) can result in NDR-formation as well as changes in gene expression in 

vivo	  (Raveh-Sadka et al., 2012; Small et al., 2014). Indeed, poly(dA:dT) and (dG:dC) 

tracts prohibit nucleosome deposition across many different yeast species. While these 

results attribute some importance to a cis-positioning mechanism, the extent to which 

DNA sequence affinity of histones could support the organization of newly deposited 

nucleosomes during replication remains to be verified. 

 

Main goals of this thesis 

 

Principally, my doctoral thesis aimed to understand how nucleosomes are 

deposited and organized on newly synthesized DNA in vivo. Using a combination of 

Okazaki fragment analysis, genome-wide sequencing and other methods, work in this 

thesis examines the contribution of specific factors in replication-coupled assembly 

and positioning on nascent DNA in budding yeast. Nucleosome assembly and 

positioning during DNA replication involves a panoply of aforementioned cis- & 
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trans-factors. Here, I interrogated the nature of crosstalk between different molecular 

determinants.  

 

In previous work, we have demarcated the co-dependence between lagging-

strand synthesis and newly assembled nucleosomes. Our model predicts that newly 

deposited nucleosomes impede elongating Polδ causing it to dissociate and, 

consequently, dictate the precise position of Okazaki fragment ends. However, the 

process by which this de novo chromatin landscape first arises behind the replication 

fork is not fully understood. Loading of nucleosomes in vitro does not necessarily 

ensure proper phasing. In the absence of existing assays that can dissect nucleosome 

assembly during DNA replication with higher spatiotemporal resolution, several 

questions remained to be answered.  

 

Specifically, I assayed multiple histone chaperones (Chapter 2) known to act 

together to deposit core histones on nascent DNA.   More importantly, I delineated an 

in vivo role of ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers (Chapter 2) in replication-

coupled assembly and positioning. Long speculated to be nucleosome-positioning 

motors during S phase, I characterized important remodelers that display critical 

activity during DNA replication. Current research suggests that ATP-dependent 

remodelers order nucleosomes into arrays using ‘focal points’. My thesis project also 

investigated the role played by GRFs and transcription factors (Chapter 2) in 

organizing newly assembled chromatin.   

 

It remains unknown how and to what extent chromatin ahead of the replication 

fork influences assembly behind the fork. Relatedly, there is no consensus whether 

newly assembled chromatin resembles bulk chromatin. We attempted to address this 
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problem through a density gradient-MNase assay (Chapter 2) that can distinguish post-

replicative nucleosomes from pre-existing, parental chromatin on unreplicated DNA. 

 

The primary structure and density of nucleosomes have direct implications on their 

incorporation and spacing along nascent DNA. Chapter 3 reports the ability of key 

arginine residues in histone H3 to serve as determinants of nucleosome assembly. I 

also examined the influence of histone dosage during DNA replication. Lastly, the part 

played by DNA sequence in nucleosome organization remains contentious. Indeed, 

statistical positioning models require only a few factors to bind to select DNA 

sequences in the genome. My data also comments briefly on the correlation of 

Okazaki fragment ends with in vitro assembled nucleosomes (Chapter 2) and the 

influence of certain sequences in influencing replication-coupled nucleosome 

organization at regulatory regions in the genome. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Replication-coupled nucleosome assembly and positioning by histone chaperones 

& chromatin remodeling enzymes 

 

Introduction 

 

As DNA is replicated, chromatin needs to be disassembled and reassembled 

with a high degree of fidelity on daughter genomes. As mentioned in chapter 1, 

several of the mechanisms that govern the assembly of chromatin structures following 

DNA replication are poorly understood. In order to evaluate various determinants of 

nucleosome assembly and positioning, we exploited Okazaki fragment synthesis.  We 

decided to study nascent chromatin in S. cerevisiae mutants lacking integral chromatin 

assembly factors (see Chapter 1). These results have been published (Yadav and 

Whitehouse, 2016) and are presented in this chapter along with some unpublished 

findings. 

 

Investigation of inheritance and maintenance of chromatin states through 

generations has emerged as an important line of inquiry in biology (Margueron and 

Reinberg, 2010; Moazed, 2011). Recent experimentation has elaborated a self-

reinforcing mechanism in which certain histone-modifying enzymes are targeted 

and/or stimulated by modifications that they catalyze (Schmitges et al., 2011; Zhang et 

al., 2008). Assuming histones and their modifications can be faithfully inherited 

through DNA replication (Annunziato, 2015), such a mechanism can potentially 

explain how histone modification patterns are propagated indefinitely (Gaydos et al., 
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2014; Hathaway et al., 2012). However, much less is known about the mechanisms 

that govern the re-establishment of nucleosome positioning on nascent DNA.  

 

Electron microscopy (McKnight and Miller, 1977; Sogo et al., 1986) and 

nuclease digestion (DePamphilis and Wassarman, 1980) studies showed that 

nucleosomes are loaded within a few hundred nucleotides of the advancing replication 

fork. Yet newly assembled chromatin has been widely acknowledged to undergo a 

lengthy maturation process during which nucleosomes become evenly spaced and 

comparatively resistant to nuclease digestion (Cusick et al., 1983; Hildebrand and 

Walters, 1976; Levy and Jakob, 1978; Seale, 1975; Torigoe et al., 2011b). 

Nevertheless, bulk nucleosome accessibility to nuclease is likely a poor indicator of 

the dynamics of nucleosome assembly and positioning around regulatory DNA 

elements such as gene promoters. Indeed, due to the highly dynamic nature of the 

process, it is technically challenging to study nucleosome assembly at specific regions 

in the genome. While a few nucleosomes were shown to be rapidly organized at the 

high copy rDNA locus (Lucchini et al., 2001), it remains unknown whether this is a 

common feature of nucleosome assembly across the genome and which factors are 

responsible for the initial nucleosome organization.  

 

Histone chaperones are fundamental to many aspects of histone biology 

(Burgess and Zhang, 2013b). In budding yeast, delivery of newly synthesized H3-H4 

histones to the replication fork is facilitated through the action of the Asf1 chaperone, 

which collaborates with the Rtt109-Vps75 acetyltransferase complex to acetylate 

histone H3 at lysine 56 (Driscoll et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007b; Tsubota et al., 2007b). 

This acetylation enhances binding of H3-H4 to both the CAF-1 and Rtt106 

chaperones, which then load histones onto DNA (Fazly et al., 2012; Li et al., 2008). 
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Nonetheless, histone chaperones are not the only determinant of chromatin 

organization: chromatin assembled in vitro using purified histone chaperones fails to 

recapitulate the distinct periodicity and spacing of nucleosome arrays found in vivo 

(Struhl and Segal, 2013).   

 

A role for an ATP-dependent activity during nucleosome assembly was 

demonstrated decades ago using in vitro nucleosome assembly experiments (Glikin et 

al., 1984). The subsequent biochemical purification of the ACF (ATP-utilizing 

Chromatin assembly & remodeling Factor) complex from Drosophila egg extracts 

showed that ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling machines could function along 

with histone chaperones to deposit and space nucleosomes in vitro (Ito et al., 1997a). 

Indeed, it is now evident that factors belonging to the ISWI and CHD families of 

remodeling enzymes are efficient in nucleosome loading and spacing in vitro 

(Fyodorov and Kadonaga, 2002; Lusser et al., 2005b; Tsukiyama et al., 1999b).  

However, it is far from clear whether such factors rapidly organize nucleosomes as 

part of the well-described replication-coupled nucleosome assembly pathway in vivo 

(MacAlpine and Almouzni, 2013).  

 

We have previously reported Okazaki fragment synthesis on the lagging strand 

as a tractable tool to study in vivo DNA replication (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012). We 

found that Okazaki fragment processing during DNA replication is strongly affected 

by nucleosomes. Notably, Okazaki fragment termini are enriched around nucleosome 

dyad positions (mapped in asynchronous wild-type cells) and un-ligated Okazaki 

fragments have a size distribution that mirrors the periodicity of the nucleosome 

repeat.  As Okazaki fragment processing and nucleosome assembly are interlinked, 

our approach provides a genome-wide assay with high spatial and temporal resolution 
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to interrogate the mechanisms of nucleosome assembly. Using this and other assays, 

we now provide in vivo evidence that ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes 

collaborate with histone chaperones to load and position nucleosomes during S-phase. 

Finally, we delineate the key roles played by sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins 

in the organization of nascent chromatin in vivo.   

 

Results 

 

Our original study revealed that Okazaki fragment ends strongly correlated 

with the dyads of nucleosomes whose positions had been mapped in asynchronously 

growing cells. Given that Okazaki fragment processing occurs in very close proximity 

to the advancing replication fork, this finding suggested that nucleosomes are rapidly 

placed at positions that they will frequently occupy for the rest of the cell cycle. This 

observation counters the assumption that nucleosomes are initially deposited by 

histone chaperones at positions dictated mainly by intrinsic preference for certain 

DNA sequences (Kaplan et al., 2010). Indeed, we observe that ends of Okazaki 

fragments, hence, in vivo nucleosome dyad positions show very poor correlation with 

nucleosomes assembled on yeast genomic DNA in vitro (Fig. 2-1a) i.e. sequence-

directed positions. Thus, remodeling of nucleosomes occurs promptly, in contrast to 

current models of chromatin maturation (Torigoe et al., 2011a).  

 
CAF-1 and Rtt106 deposit non-acetylated nucleosomes in vivo, in absence of 
H3K56ac 
 

We sought to characterize which histone chaperones contribute to rapid 

nucleosome assembly at the replication fork. CAF-1 is a trimeric histone chaperone 

complex (comprised of Cac1, Cac2, Cac3 subunits in budding yeast), which facilitates 
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nucleosome formation behind the DNA replication fork via coordination with PCNA 

(Moggs et al., 2000; Shibahara and Stillman, 1999). CAF-1 also physically associates 

with Asf1 (Liu et al., 2012; Tyler et al., 2001) and Rtt106 (Huang et al., 2005). 

Current models propose that Asf1 presents newly synthesized H3-H4 dimers to the 

Rtt109-Vps75 complex for acetylation of histone H3 at lysine 56 (Driscoll et al., 2007; 

Han et al., 2007b; Tsubota et al., 2007a). H3K56ac has been deemed important for 

mediating efficient interactions between histone H3 and CAF-1 and Rtt106 prior to 

loading of nucleosomes onto DNA (Fazly et al., 2012; Li et al., 2008; Su et al., 2012). 

Using knockouts of histone chaperones in our system (Table 5-1 provides a complete 

list of strains used in this study), we asked whether histone H3-H4 chaperones and 

H3K56ac influence Okazaki fragment processing.  

 

We found that depletion of CAF-1 alone (Δcac1, Δcac2 and Δcac3) or CAF-1 

and Rtt106 together (Δcac1, Δrtt106) completely ablated the nucleosome-sized 

periodicity of fragments (Fig. 2-1b,c) and generated longer Okazaki fragments. The 

decrease in abundance of the fragments in the mutant strains is not due to differences 

in gel loading or global DNA replication defects; rather, because the mass of copied 

DNA must be conserved during DNA replication, the increased length of the Okazaki 

fragments causes them to be fewer in number. Interestingly, Δrtt106 also exhibited a 

subtle increase in the length of the fragments suggesting a defect in nucleosome 

spacing in this strain. Surprisingly, lack of H3K56ac did not significantly alter the 

fragment pattern: while there is a difference in the proportion of smaller and larger 

fragments, deletion of RTT109 [the H3K56 acetyltransferase], as well as Δasf1 and 

Δvps75 did not exhibit a global disruption of Okazaki fragment periodicity (Fig. 2-1c). 

Longer, periodic fragments observed in these mutants likely arise through inefficient 

delivery of histones to the otherwise intact nucleosome assembly machinery. Such a 
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delay in nucleosome assembly would result in longer un-ligated Okazaki fragments as 

the lagging strand polymerase (Polδ) conducts more strand-displacement synthesis, 

prior to interacting with a newly deposited nucleosome (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012). 
 

Unlike prior biochemical and genetic experiments, we find that nucleosome 

assembly proceeds in an ordered (albeit delayed) manner even in the absence of Asf1 

and H3K56ac, and only appears to be severely disrupted upon deletion of CAF-1 or 

Rtt106. The weak effect of H3K56ac is consistent with the finding that Rtt106 double 

PH domain exhibits only a moderate (two-fold) preference for acetylated-H3K56 over 

a non-acetylated H3-H4 complex. Furthermore, the homodimeric N-terminal domain 

of Rtt106 binds H3-H4 tetramers independent of their acetylation state (Su et al., 

2012). Thus, our findings provide in vivo experimental evidence to demarcate the role 

of H3K56ac upstream of CAF-1 and Rtt106 in the nucleosome assembly pathway.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2-1: Nucleosome assembly in vivo requires key histone chaperones CAF-1 and 
Rtt106 (see next page). (a) Okazaki fragment 5′ ends are enriched around consensus 
nucleosome dyad positions (mapped in vivo in a wild-type yeast strain) and show weak 
correlation with nucleosomes assembled in vitro (Zhang et al., 2009) using salt-dialysis 
(brown line) or purified ACF (ATP-utilizing Chromatin assembly & remodeling Factor) (blue 
line). Data is smoothed (10bp) and normalized to the maximum signal in the analyzed range; 
data is oriented such that Okazaki fragment synthesis proceeds from left to right. (b) Okazaki 
fragment ends were radiolabeled and separated on a denaturing agarose gel solid arrows 
represent mononucleosome-sized Okazaki fragments; broken arrows are larger fragments 
(colors correspond to respective genotypes).  The lower panel depicts a trace of signal 
intensity for each lane; DNA ladder is at the bottom. (c) As in (b) except using H3K56 
acetylation-deficient mutants in addition to other histone chaperones.  
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Isw1 & Chd1 help load & position nucleosomes during replication-coupled assembly 

 

Next we wished to understand how nucleosomes become organized during 

assembly. We assayed the chromatin remodeling enzymes Isw1, Isw2 and Chd1, as 

these have been widely studied for their ability to help load and generate regularly 
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spaced nucleosome arrays in vitro (Ito et al., 1997a; Lusser et al., 2005b; Pointner et 

al., 2012; Tsukiyama et al., 1999b). First, we examined the global nucleosome repeat 

by Micrococcal Nuclease (MNase) digestion of chromatin derived from asynchronous 

populations lacking chromatin remodelers. The bulk chromatin pattern in all mutants 

tested appeared similar to that of wild-type (Fig. 2-2a). The extent of the nucleosome 

ladder was less discrete in the double (Δisw1, Δchd1) and triple (Δisw1, Δchd1, Δisw2) 

mutants, consistent with earlier findings (Gkikopoulos et al., 2011; Pointner et al., 

2012). Nevertheless, MNase digestion clearly revealed appreciable nucleosome 

ladders showing that nucleosome spacing is not entirely abrogated in these mutants.  

 

Nuclease digestion of chromatin in unsynchronized cells is not well suited to 

study replication-specific defects during nucleosome assembly. Thus, we used the 

Okazaki fragment assay to test how deletion of chromatin remodeling enzymes alters 

nucleosome assembly. As Figure 2-2b shows, Δchd1 or Δisw2 mutants have little 

effect on the size of Okazaki fragments, but the periodicity was less apparent in the 

Δisw1 mutant, similar to the Δrtt106 mutant (Fig. 2-1b,c). Significantly, we observed a 

complete absence of nucleosome-sized Okazaki fragments in the double mutant 

(Δisw1, Δchd1) (Fig. 2-2b), reminiscent of mutating CAF-1. The Isw1 ATPase is a 

component of two distinct complexes: ISW1a (Isw1, Ioc3) and ISW1b (Isw1, Ioc2, 

Ioc4) (Vary et al., 2003). Loss of accessory subunits from Isw1a or Isw1b complexes 

could not recapitulate the effect seen in the Δisw1 and Δisw1, Δchd1 mutants (Fig. 2-

3). However, the combined loss of Ioc3 and Ioc4, which disrupts both Isw1 

complexes, results in a marked alteration of Okazaki fragment periodicity and length 

when combined with Δchd1. These data suggest that Isw1 complexes and Chd1 have 

partially redundant roles in nucleosome assembly and positioning. 
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We performed deep sequencing of fragments derived from the various histone 

chaperone and chromatin remodeling mutants to test how well the ends of fragments 

correlated with positioned nucleosomes, both globally and around specific regulatory 

regions of the genome (as discussed later).  
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Figure 2-2: Deletion of chromatin remodeling enzymes disrupts nucleosome assembly. 
(a) Micrococcal nuclease digestion of bulk chromatin derived from chromatin remodeler 
mutants reveals regularly spaced nucleosomes. The lower panel depicts a trace of signal 
intensity for each lane. (b) Denaturing agarose gel-electrophoresis shows that nucleosome-
sized periodicity of Okazaki fragments is completely abolished in the Δisw1, Δchd1 double 
mutant and the Δisw1, Δchd1, Disw2 triple mutant (Δ, Δ,Δ; lane 7, grey). Okazaki fragment 
termini from (c) histone chaperone mutants Δcac1, and Δcac1, Δrtt106 and (d) chromatin 
remodeler mutants show poor alignment with nucleosome dyad positions. Data is processed 
and oriented as in Fig. 2-1a.  
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Figure 2-3: ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes Isw1 and Chd1 play 
partially redundant roles in assembling nucleosomes.Deletion of IOC3 or IOC4 either 
singly (a) or in combination with CHD1 (c) does not alter the periodicity of Okazaki 
fragments compared to the wild-type strain. However, the combined loss of IOC3 and IOC4 
(which disrupts Isw1a and Isw1b complexes, respectively) results in a significant alteration of 
Okazaki fragment periodicity and length when combined with Δchd1 (b).  
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As expected, Δcac1, Δrtt106 (single mutants) and Δisw1, Δchd1 (double 

mutant) displayed significantly reduced correlation (Fig. 2-2c,d). Unlike a Δpol32 

mutant that diminishes Polδ processivity (Johansson et al., 2004; Smith and 

Whitehouse, 2012; Stith et al., 2008), we found no strong directional bias of Okazaki 

fragment ends with respect to the nucleosome dyad. This allows us to infer that 

histone chaperones and chromatin remodelers primarily influence chromatin structure 

rather than polymerase processivity.  

 

De novo nucleosome assembly is altered in mutants lacking histone chaperones and 

chromatin remodelers 

 

Several studies have implicated Isw1, Chd1 and CAF-1 in gene transcription, 

and deletion of chromatin remodeling factors can significantly alter the chromatin 

state across the genome (Clapier and Cairns, 2009a; Gkikopoulos et al., 2011; 

Marquardt et al., 2014). Therefore, one formal possibility is that our findings arise 

from a general chromatin assembly defect irrespective of cell cycle stage. To 

investigate this issue, we adapted the “Meselson–Stahl” approach in which cells are 

conditionally grown in isotopically “heavy” medium, arrested in G1 and released into 

S-phase in “light” medium (Meselson and Stahl, 1958; Raghuraman et al., 2001); 

several time-points are taken through S-phase and chromatin structure is assessed by 

accessibility to MNase. The de-proteinized digestion products are resolved by 

isopycnic CsCl density gradient centrifugation, allowing separation of un-replicated 

from replicated DNA (Fig. 2-4a).  
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Figure 2-4: Chromatin assembly is defective in histone chaperone and chromatin 
remodeler mutants. (a) Flowchart of protocol. (b) Micrococcal Nuclease digestions are 
visualized by native agarose gel electrophoresis, and stained with ethidium bromide. Time 
point 1 = 5 mins after release from cdc7-1 arrest, and subsequent time points are collected 
every 5 mins (6 mins for Disw1, Dchd1). Top panels represent bulk nucleosomes from un-
replicated DNA. Lower panels represent newly assembled chromatin from the corresponding 
time-points. Red arrows and numbers highlight observed nucleosome repeats. (c) For each 
strain, a representative signal intensity trace is shown; trace colors correspond to un-replicated 
(black) or replicated (green) DNA. Peaks reflect nucleosome-sized species; signal is 
normalized to a maximum of 1. 
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Note that, for each time-point, heavy/heavy and heavy/light DNA is separated 

after MNase treatment, which ensures that the digestion conditions are identical for 

replicated and un-replicated DNA. Figure 2-4b shows, as expected, the amount of un-

replicated DNA (from ahead of the replication fork) gradually decreases through the 

time course and vice versa for the amount of replicated DNA (from behind the 

replication fork). In a wild-type strain, the extent of the nucleosome ladder  (a measure 

of chromatinization) is similar both ahead and behind the replication fork – 

particularly in samples early in the time-course, which are most representative of 

newly assembled chromatin (Fig. 2-4b). Similarly, in both Δcac1 and Δisw1, Δchd1 

mutant strains an extended nucleosome ladder is evident in un-replicated DNA.  

 

However, newly replicated chromatin is defective, giving rise to a far shorter 

nucleosome ladder. Moreover, in the chromatin remodeler double mutant, the 

nucleosome repeat is less discrete which indicates a deficiency in nucleosome spacing 

(Fig. 2-4c). Although some differences exist between the unreplicated chromatin in 

wild-type versus mutants, the most pronounced alterations occur in replicated 

chromatin. Thus, in wild-type yeast, nucleosome deposition and organization occur 

very quickly (on the scale of a few minutes) on nascent DNA and significant assembly 

defects exist in both the histone chaperone and chromatin remodeler mutants, thereby 

corroborating our analyses of Okazaki fragments.  

 

Sequence-specific DNA-binding factors regulate nascent nucleosome organization by 

chromatin remodelers in vivo 

 

Neither histone chaperones nor chromatin remodelers intrinsically “know” 

where to position nucleosomes (Zhang et al., 2009); therefore, it is intriguing that 
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nucleosomes are not only spaced, but also rapidly positioned on nascent DNA. In vivo, 

nucleosomes are proposed to be phased with respect to a focal point or molecular 

barrier (Iyer, 2012). Our previous study indicated that General Regulatory Factors 

(GRFs) quickly bind newly synthesized DNA and Okazaki fragment termini are 

enriched at Abf1-, Reb1-, and Rap1-binding sites (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012). 

Hence, we wondered whether GRFs might serve as molecular cues for chromatin 

remodelers acting behind the replication fork.  

 

We analyzed the positions and abundance of Okazaki fragment 5′ ends that 

exist within a 1Kbp range around a GRF binding site. Figure 2-5, which plots the sum 

total of 5′ termini of Okazaki fragment sequencing-reads, shows that the ends of 

Okazaki fragments are highly organized around the GRF, with maxima localized near 

nucleosome dyads and at the GRF (Fig. 2-5a). This agrees with our previous finding 

that Okazaki fragment processing is influenced by DNA-binding proteins (i.e. 

histones, GRFs), which impede polymerization by Polδ (Smith & Whitehouse, 2012). 

Furthermore, in concert with nucleosomes, the ends of Okazaki fragments are phased 

for a few hundred base pairs with respect to GRF binding site (Fig. 2-5a). 

 

During S-phase, nucleosome assembly likely occurs in a defined spatio-

temporal sequence that follows replication fork movement. If GRFs act as nucleosome 

positioning cues, then we expect a transient asymmetric nucleosome positioning 

pattern around their binding site: nucleosomes assembled prior to GRF binding should 

be poorly phased whereas nucleosomes assembled directly after GRF binding, should 

be phased with respect to the GRF. While not directly detected in our assays, the 

direction of the replisome is implicit in the position of an Okazaki fragment end and 

the strand from which that Okazaki fragment was derived. Therefore, we can 
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unambiguously determine the direction in which a GRF binding site was replicated 

allowing us to infer the order of ongoing chromatin assembly. 

We oriented all data such that DNA replication, hence nucleosome assembly, 

occurred in the same direction. Using Okazaki fragment end sequencing as a proxy for 

nucleosome positioning, we found a striking asymmetric phasing pattern around GRF 

binding sites (Fig. 2-5b). This is consistent with a model in which nucleosomes are 

rapidly organized after GRF binding. Phasing extends for at least 3 nucleosomes distal 

to the bound GRF but the order decays rapidly as nucleosome positioning becomes 

less consistent when averaged across the whole population. Inherent sequence 

preference may also contribute to this pattern – particularly for the nucleosome 

assembled prior to GRF binding (Fig. 2-6a). Importantly, deletion of chromatin 

remodelers – notably Isw1 – resulted in an alteration in the positioning of the fragment 

ends (Fig. 2-5c and Fig. 2-6b). Our data suggest chromatin remodeling and 

repositioning are regulated by GRF-binding, similar to the observation made in a 

recent in vitro study (Li et al., 2015). Like Isw1, removal of histone chaperones 

greatly alters the pattern (Fig. 2-5d and Fig. 2-6c) showing that nucleosome loading 

and spacing, while defective, occurs preferentially after the GRF is bound. 

 
Figure 2-5 (see next page): Nucleosomes are phased around General Regulatory Factor, 
GRF, binding sites by histone chaperones and chromatin remodelers. (a) Okazaki 
fragment 5′ ends from a wild-type strain are plotted around combined midpoints of functional 
Abf1, Reb1, Rap1 (GRF) binding sites. Nucleosome dyad positions (grey) are shown relative 
to the GRF binding sites. (b) Okazaki 5′ fragment termini are asymmetrically positioned when 
data are oriented such that replication fork proceeds from right to left (as depicted). Lower 
panel is a schematic of stepwise nucleosome assembly behind the replication fork. 
Nucleosomes assembled prior to GRF binding are grey; those assembled after GRF binding 
are blue. (c and d) Data analyzed as in (b): Deletion of either ISW1 alone or ISW1 and CHD1 
in combination results in a greater defect in nucleosome positioning (shown by colored 
arrows). Loss of CAC1 and RTT106 alone, as well as CAC1 with RTT106, results in a 
significant defect in positioning and occupancy (shown by colored arrows).  See also Fig. 2-6. 
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Remarkably, despite the initial asymmetry around the GRF binding sites, and 

the apparent defect in nucleosome organization in the remodeler mutants, nucleosomes 

are ultimately appropriately phased on either side of the GRF (Fig. 2-7). Presumably, 

this occurs through compensatory mechanisms after the migration of the replication 

fork.  While S-phase progression appears defective upon deletion of ISW1 and CHD1 

(see Appendix 1) genetic analyses indicate that loss of all four factors (two histone 

chaperones and two chromatin remodeling enzymes) results only in a mild growth 

phenotype (see Appendix 2). These data point towards the existence of additional, 

redundant chromatin assembly and positioning factors functioning in the cell.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-6 (see next page): Histone chaperones deposit nucleosomes for remodeling, by 
ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers, around GRF binding sites on nascent DNA. Data 
in this figure is oriented as in Figure 2-5 (a) Relative abundance of poly dA/dT tracts (7 
nucleotides or longer) are depicted (brown line) on either side of the GRF binding site. 
Inherent sequence preference likely contributes to the observed pattern of nucleosome 
assembly and positioning, particularly for the nucleosome assembled prior to the GRF binding 
site. (b-c) As in Fig. 2-5(c,d), except with greater magnification to reveal the shift in Okazaki 
fragment ends.  
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Figure 2-7 (see next page): MNase-seq data from chromatin remodeler mutants reflects 
steady-state nucleosome positions. (a) MNase-seq derived nucleosome positions (from 
asynchronous populations of chromatin remodeler mutants (Gkikopoulos et al., 2011) are 
enriched around consensus nucleosome dyad positions mapped in vivo in a wild-type yeast 
strain (Jiang and Pugh, 2009). (b-d) MNase-seq derived nucleosome positions, as in (a), are 
plotted (shaded curves at the bottom of each graph, colors correspond to respective genotypes) 
around General Regulatory Factor (GRF) binding sites. Okazaki fragment 5′ ends are also 
plotted (solid lines at the top of each graph, colors correspond to respective genotypes). Data 
is oriented and centered as in Fig. 2-5.  
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GRF depletion results in loss of replication-coupled organization of nucleosomes at 

GRF-binding sites 

 

According to our data and existing models in the field, GRFs are strong 

molecular barriers around which chromatin remodelers phase nucleosomes in a 

directional manner. Therefore, we asked what happens to nucleosome organization 
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upon elimination of important GRFs. In order to test this we first attempted to use a 

published Reb1 temperature-sensitive (ts) allele (Ben-Aroya et al., 2008). However, 

the results from the ts-allele indicated residual DNA-binding of the GRF at its 

consensus sites, even at restrictive temperatures (see Appendix 4). Next, we tried to 

eliminate Reb1 by using a published Reb1 methionine-repressible degron	  (Hartley and 

Madhani, 2009). The met-repressible Reb1-degron mutant proved difficult to work 

with because CDC9 repression in YC-Met minimal media (needed to grow the degron 

mutant) was repeatedly unsuccessful.  The absence of periodic, unligated Okazaki 

fragments, as determined by denaturing gel electrophoresis, precluded the use of this 

strain (data not shown). 

 

To circumvent these issues, I generated a doxycycline-repressible N-terminal 

degron allele of REB1 at the endogenous locus. Degradation of Reb1p upon 

doxycycline addition was verified over a time course using western blot (Fig. 2-8). As 

described above, we had previously used this same N-terminal degron to deplete 

Cdc9p in our Okazaki fragment assay. Therefore, we searched for an alternative 

mechanism to modulate Cdc9p levels in this mutant. Ideally, we wished to turn CDC9 

expression on or off independent of doxycycline addition, and thus, Reb1p levels. For 

CDC9 repression, we utilized the 3X-mini AID auxin-inducible degron system 

(Kubota et al., 2013). [Note that CDC9-3x-mini AID degron was first verified in a 

wild-type strain. Okazaki fragment distribution on a denaturing agarose gel was 

identical using either the doxycycline-inducible or auxin-inducible CDC9 degron].  
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Figure 2-8: Generation of a doxycycline-responsive Reb1-degron in yeast. Western blot 
for samples collected in a time-course of 4 hours post-addition of doxycycline.  Robust 
degradation of Reb1 protein can be observed. As a control, tubulin levels remain unchanged. 
Cells were harvest at the end of this time course for Okazaki fragment preparation and 
sequencing (see Materials and Methods for more details).  

 

We turned to testing the effect of GRF depletion in this strain wherein both 

Cdc9 and Reb1 could be degraded simultaneously upon addition of auxin and 

doxycycline, respectively. Control cells were grown with only auxin added and 

without doxycycline, to examine the nature of Okazaki fragments in the presence of 

Reb1. Denaturing agarose gels showed no global changes in this strain, with and 

without activation of the Reb1-degron (Fig. 2-9). This is not entirely unexpected 

considering Reb1 binds only ~200 consensus sites in the yeast genome. To assess the 

impact on nucleosome assembly and positioning at these Reb1-binding sites, I 

generated Okazaki fragment sequencing libraries for cells grown with and without 

doxycycline, respectively, in the presence of auxin.  
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Figure 2-9: Conditional knock-down of Reb1 does not impact global Okazaki fragment 
length distribution. Denaturing agarose gel-electrophoresis shows that nucleosome-sized 
periodicity of Okazaki fragments is unaffected in yeast lacking Reb1-protein (upon addition of 
doxycycline). 

 

In order to examine the sequencing data, we aligned all Okazaki fragment 5′ 

termini in the direction of replication fork progression. We observed remarkable 

asymmetric positioning of nucleosomes assembled after GRF-binding when Reb1-

degron was not activated (black trace, Fig. 2-10a). This strong phasing with respect to 

the GRF corroborates our previous findings using a wild-type yeast strain (compare to 

Fig. 2-5b). Strikingly, upon knockdown of Reb1p we found the enrichment of Okazaki 

fragment ends at Reb1-binding sites was significantly diminished. More importantly, 

we observed a prominent loss of asymmetry in nucleosome positioning (Fig. 2-10a). 

Nucleosomes assembled before and after Reb1 were indistinguishable, strongly 

indicative that a boundary element was critical for replication-coupled nucleosome 

assembly and positioning. Taken together, these data reinforce our model of loading 

and remodeling of nucleosomes around GRF binding sites during DNA replication.  
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Figure 2-10: Nucleosomes are directionally phased around General Regulatory Factor, 
GRF, binding sites upon depletion of GRF proteins. (a) Okazaki fragment 5′ ends from a 
strain carrying a doxycycline-inducible Reb1-degron are plotted around midpoints of 
functional Reb1 (GRF) binding sites. Without addition of doxycycline (black), nucleosomes 
occupy positions similar to a wild-type strain (compare with Fig. 2-5b). Upon exogenous 
addition of doxycycline, degradation and loss of Reb1 protein ensue (red) causing an 
alteration in the asymmetric positioning of nucleosomes, relative to the direction of 
replication. (b) Okazaki 5′ fragment termini remain asymmetrically positioned when data are 
aligned around the midpoints of an unaffected GRF, Abf1. (c) Data analyzed as in (a), except 
for combined midpoints of Abf1, Reb1 and Rap1 binding sites. Nucleosome dyad positions 
(grey) are shown relative to the GRF binding sites.  
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alterations in nucleosome phasing seen in S-phase might represent a global loss of 

certain chromatin assembly associated-factors. To investigate this possibility, we 

assessed the pattern of Okazaki fragment termini around binding sites of another GRF, 

Abf1 (Fig. 2-10b). We expect any defects in overall chromatin assembly, if they do 

manifest upon acute Reb1 depletion, should manifest themselves throughout the 

genome. However, we noticed no conspicuous changes in asymmetric nucleosome 

positioning around Abf1 binding sites, in the presence or absence of functional Reb1 

protein. Thus, we infer that GRFs selectively act in a sequence-specific manner to help 

histone chaperones and ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes locally 

organize nucleosomes during replication-coupled assembly and positioning. 

 

Discussion 

 

During DNA replication, a nucleosome will be loaded on both the leading and 

lagging strands every ~4 seconds at each replication fork. As such, assays with 

exceedingly high spatio-temporal resolution or those that preserve transient 

intermediates are needed to understand the mechanics of nucleosome assembly in 

vivo. The analysis of Okazaki fragments provides one such assay and we have now 

been able to investigate the role of several chromatin assembly factors that perform 

transient, yet important, roles at the replication fork. 

 

Two interconnected processes influence the relationship between un-ligated 

Okazaki fragments and nucleosomes: 1, the rate of primer extension and processivity 

of Polδ; 2, the abundance and location of nucleosomes. Defects in polymerization by 

Polδ result in the generation of some sub-nucleosomal sized Okazaki fragments but 

the periodic pattern and the correlation between fragment ends and nucleosomes 
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remain (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012). In marked contrast, mutations that interfere 

with nucleosome assembly lead to the production of longer Okazaki fragments. In 

these conditions, lower nucleosome density on nascent DNA permits Polδ to perform 

more strand-displacement synthesis. Similarly, alterations in the spacing or phasing of 

newly deposited nucleosomes will generate a defined alteration in the length and 

periodicity of Okazaki fragments. The veracity of using Okazaki fragments to study 

nucleosome assembly in vivo is underscored by the fact that our data closely match the 

known biochemical activities of the proteins under investigation. However, our results 

afford important information regarding the role of H3K56 acetylation and provide 

evidence to show that nucleosome repositioning occurs during deposition in vivo. 

Moreover, we detail a mechanism by which complex chromatin structures are rapidly 

assembled on nascent DNA (Fig. 2-11).  

We show that in the absence of Asf1 or H3K56 acetylation, Okazaki fragments 

are lengthened yet remain periodic, which suggests delayed nucleosome assembly and 

organization due to lower concentration of histones at the replication fork.  

Biochemical and genetic analyses have ascribed a key regulatory role to the enhanced 

binding between H3K56ac and histone chaperones CAF-1 and Rtt106 during 

replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. However, our data indicate that impaired 

delivery or binding-affinity of histones to CAF-1 and Rtt106 does not critically 

impede nucleosome assembly to the same extent as when CAF1 or Rtt106 are deleted. 

Intriguingly, the relatively mild phenotype of Δasf1 mutant in our study agrees with a 

previous observation wherein replication-coupled nucleosome assembly proceeds 

efficiently in Asf1-depleted Xenopus egg extracts (containing wild type CAF-1)(Ray-

Gallet et al., 2007). We conclude that H3-H4 tetramers containing non-acetylated 

histone H3K56 are proficient for incorporation into newly assembled nucleosomes by 

CAF-1 and Rtt106. 
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Figure 2-11: A model for rapid establishment of promoter chromatin structure.a) 
Nucleosomes exist as regularly spaced arrays in parental genomes (solid red lines denote 
nucleosome spacing). (b) During S-phase, nucleosome assembly occurs in a stepwise, 
progressive manner behind the replication fork. Newly synthesized histones (and recycled 
parental tetramers, not shown) are rapidly assembled onto nascent DNA by histone chaperones 
and ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers. (c) Nucleosome positioning is achieved by 
simultaneous loading and remodeling of nucleosomes, close to the replication fork. General 
regulatory Factors (GRFs) bind nascent DNA rapidly (d) providing a molecular barrier for 
chromatin remodeling enzymes to organize nucleosomes. (e) Nucleosomes assembled after 
GRF binding are promptly phased with respect to the GRF. This would serve in rapid re-
establishment of genomic features such as Nucleosome-Free Regions (NFRs), promoter 
chromatin structure and ordered genic arrays of nucleosomes in coding regions. (f) In contrast, 
nucleosomes assembled earlier are presumably organized after migration of the replication 
fork. Dashed red lines in (d & f) represent irregular inter-nucleosome distances.  
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Despite extensive biochemical characterization of ATP-dependent nucleosome 

loading and remodeling (Bartholomew, 2014; Clapier and Cairns, 2009a) and the 

apparent role of remodeling enzymes during DNA replication (Biswas et al., 2008; 

Collins et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2015; Poot et al., 2004; Vincent et al., 2008), it has 

remained unclear to what extent nucleosome assembly is an ATP-dependent process in 

vivo. Several studies have shown that Chd1 and ISWI proteins require histone 

chaperones during the process of nucleosome assembly (Fyodorov and Kadonaga, 

2002; Ito et al., 1997a; Lusser et al., 2005b; Torigoe et al., 2013; Tsukiyama et al., 

1999b). Yet, histone chaperones do not require ATP-dependent remodeling to 

assemble nucleosomes. Thus, in vivo, nucleosomes could be remodeled when they are 

loaded; or a considerable time later – long after the replication fork has passed. This 

issue is of fundamental importance to understanding the basic mechanisms by which 

chromatin structure is established. Our results provide evidence for a “directed-

deposition” model wherein chromatin remodeling enzymes cooperate with histone 

chaperones to position nucleosomes as they are being loaded (Fig. 2-11) (Haushalter 

and Kadonaga, 2003a). In vivo, the loading and remodeling event appears to be 

completed significantly faster than that observed in vitro (Torigoe et al., 2011b).  

It is noteworthy that loss of Isw1 activity leads to a disruption in the 

periodicity and a lengthening of the Okazaki fragments (Fig. 2-2). Since un-ligated 

Okazaki fragments correspond closely with nucleosome dyads (Smith and 

Whitehouse, 2012), an increase in the length of fragments indicates a global increase 

in inter-nucleosomal linker length. Our data support the notion that Isw1 complexes 

function to determine the initial spacing of nucleosomes, most likely via a protein 

ruler mechanism (Yamada et al., 2011), and that Chd1 can compensate for loss of 

Isw1 in nucleosome loading but not in spacing. Loss of both Isw1 and Chd1 generates 

a pattern of Okazaki fragments highly similar to that of Δcac1 mutants indicating that 
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chromatin remodeling enzymes perform a key nucleosome assembly function in 

conjunction with the CAF-1 chaperone complex.   

 

We also find evidence that nucleosomes are loaded in a progressive manner in 

the wake of the replication fork. Our data are consistent with a “statistical positioning” 

(Kornberg and Stryer, 1988) model in which the first nucleosome, deposited after the 

GRF, is positioned at a fixed distance from the GRF, by chromatin remodeling 

enzymes. The second nucleosome is positioned at a set distance from the first, and so 

on. For each step of this process a certain degree of variability is introduced. While 

ATP-dependent remodeling enzymes are capable of generating arrays of regularly 

spaced nucleosomes, our findings indicate that GRFs play a dominant role in the 

phasing of nascent chromatin (Fig. 2-11d-f).  

 

Use of GRFs as molecular landmarks would ensure that Nucleosome Free 

Regions (NFRs) are the first chromatin structures to be specified, which will allow the 

rapid demarcation of gene promoters and the establishment of transcriptionally 

competent chromatin states. Nucleosome repositioning by ATP-dependent remodeling 

enzymes should also ensure that nucleosomes are preferentially organized in close 

proximity to the GRFs (Fig. 2-11f). Timely GRF binding is expected to be critical for 

native nucleosome positioning on nascent DNA, and therefore, for faithful inheritance 

of chromatin structure. Here, we also provide evidence that Reb1, one essential GRF, 

selectively aids organization of in vivo nucleosomes around binding sites during S 

phase. Mechanisms that promote or prevent GRF association with newly synthesized 

DNA could have a powerful influence on nucleosome organization and need to be 

further examined. Given that certain histone-modifying enzymes and nucleosome-

binding proteins are sensitive to nucleosome spacing (Lee et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 
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2012), chromatin remodelers related to Isw1 and Chd1 may play key roles in the 

establishment, persistence and modulation of chromatin states. 
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Chapter 3 

 

The nucleosome octamer: a determinant of replication-coupled assembly & 

positioning 

 

Introduction 

 

Nucleosome numbers influence genome-wide chromatin organization 

 

The nucleosome is an octamer (comprising two copies of each of the four core 

histone proteins) around which are wound approximately two turns of DNA. In 

addition to various trans-activating factors (see Chapters 1 and 2), the primary and 

secondary structure of the octamer, the PTMs decorating the core and tail of histones 

and the tuning of histone protein levels within the cell are all important features 

influencing chromatin structure post-replication. Genome accessibility and packaging 

are bipartite responsibilities of chromatin organization. Therefore, past studies have 

attempted to characterize the control exerted by total number of nucleosomes in 

switching between different chromatin states.  Classical experiments carried out nearly 

three decades ago demonstrated that acute loss of core histone expression results in 

widespread genomic instability, cell cycle arrest and lethality in S-phase (Kim et al., 

1988).  

 

With the advent of genomics, a series of whole-genome microarray and next-

generation sequencing studies have also been carried out post-depletion of core 

histones (Celona et al., 2011; Gossett and Lieb, 2012; Hu et al., 2014; van Bakel et al., 
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2013). Weaker nucleosome positioning in coding regions, loss of nucleosome 

occupancy around regulatory elements, massive upregulation of genes and genome 

instability are some of the common phenotypes linked to decrease in nucleosome 

numbers. Barring a few former low-resolution experiments, more recent genome-wide 

depletion assays have not utilized synchronized cell populations. As such, they cannot 

bear upon the timing or origin of the aberrant chromatin architecture underlying the 

nucleosome variations and resultant genotoxicity in these experiments.  
 

In this chapter, I aimed to specifically address the role of nucleosome density 

during replication-coupled assembly and positioning. The governing hypothesis is that 

incipient loss of nucleosomes behind the replication fork could play a causative role in 

subsequent genome-wide errors in chromatin structure. Previous work has shown that 

a tight balance between histone supply and demand is orchestrated by histone 

chaperone Asf1. Indeed, this stasis controls DNA replication fork progression: 1) 

nucleosome assembly during S phase is regulated via Asf1 which acts as a histone 

donor (for newly synthesized histone H3-H4 dimers) as well as an acceptor (for 

parental histones)	   (Groth et al., 2007a); 2) Asf1 buffers excess histones generated in 

the face of genotoxic stress such as stalled replication forks (Groth et al., 2005). In 

agreement with existing literature, I observed that imbalance in histone supply-

demand equilibrium results in altered Okazaki fragment length distribution (see 

Chapter 1). Specifically, deletion of ASF1 in yeast generated increasingly longer 

Okazaki fragments at the cost of smaller (monosome-sized) fragments (Fig. 2-1c).  

Based on these data, I hypothesized that paucity of total free histones (available for 

incorporation into newly assembled chromatin) at the replication fork could adversely 

affect nucleosome assembly.  
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Budding yeast carries two alleles expressing histones H3-H4 from divergent 

promoters, namely, HHT1-HHF1 and HHT2-HHF2. In the following experiments, the 

objective was to conditionally deplete one of two histone H3-H4 copies in the Okazaki 

fragment assay.  I targeted the HHT2-HHF2 allele by integrating a Galactose-

inducible promoter upstream (Fig. 3-2); the other endogenous copy of histones H3-H4 

(HHT1-HHF1) was left unaltered. Historically, the two H3-H4 alleles were reported to 

encode different amounts of histones (Cross and Smith, 1988). Specifically, deletion 

of the second copy (Δhht2-Δhhf2) resulted in the loss of ~80% of total histone H3-H4 

mRNA relative to wild-type levels. However, various studies demonstrate that bulk 

chromatin structure remains intact upon deletion of one allele of a histone gene pair in 

budding yeast (Clark-Adams et al., 1988; Liang et al., 2012; Norris et al., 1988). 

Importantly, MNase ladders in a Δhht2-Δhhf2 mutant resemble wild-type bulk 

chromatin (Liang et al., 2012). None of the ~50 genes found to be up-regulated (more 

than two-fold) upon elimination of HHT2-HHF2 have direct roles linked to chromatin 

assembly or DNA replication. 

 

Thus far, complementary lines of evidence indicate that yeast lacking one 

allele of histones H3-H4 retain sufficient steady-state histones to generate functional 

chromatin structure. Nonetheless global nuclease-accessibility, cell viability and 

transcriptional changes may belie apparent defects in replication-coupled nucleosome 

assembly. As Okazaki fragment processing is linked to replication-coupled 

nucleosome assembly, I predicted that any deficit in histone supply should alter the 

chromatin-sized repeat of Okazaki fragments in our assay.  
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Nucleosome structure modulates dynamic in vivo properties of chromatin 

 

Nucleosomes help package DNA by wrapping it around an octamer of 

histones. At the same time, nucleosomal DNA can undergo manipulations and 

rearrangements in order to provide access to regulatory factors. These seemingly 

contrasting roles necessitate fine-tuned regulation of the nucleosome architecture. 

Besides serving as a substrate for chemical modifications, the nucleosome octamer can 

undergo modifications that directly alter chromatin structure (Ferreira et al., 2007). 

These could involve changes in thermal mobility, ability to exchange constituent 

dimers, variation in “DNA breathing” or “site exposure” etc. Indeed, even 

conservative point mutations in the histone globular core can alter nucleosome 

mobility.  Furthermore, multiple amino acids on the histone surface mediate 

recognition of & binding to DNA strands, histone chaperones, ATP-dependent 

chromatin remodeling and other histone-modifying enzymes etc.  Chromatin is highly 

dynamic and arrays of nucleosomes can spontaneously condense to form higher order 

chromatin fibers. Therefore, regulation of nucleosome structural integrity underpins 

numerous features of nuclear dynamics.  

 

Several in vivo and biochemical studies have characterized complex 

nucleosome properties mediated by histone residues. Experiments from Grunstein, 

Allis, Morse and several other labs have extensively studied the importance of amino 

acids in the N-termini of histones H3 and H4. Functionally, deletion of both histone 

H3 and H4 N-tails renders yeast unviable by compromising nucleosome assembly 

(Ling et al., 1996). Specifically, deletion of histone H3 N-terminus also results in 

increased nucleosome mobility and DNA unwrapping.  In addition, the H3 N-terminus 

tail has been suggested to directly influence the αN helix and its interactions with 
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DNA at the edge of the nucleosome octamer (Ferreira et al., 2007).   

 
Table 3-1: Histone H3 arginine residues examined in this study 

  

In order to identify additional histone H3 residues important for nucleosome 

stability during replication-coupled assembly, we consulted the high-resolution crystal 

structure of the nucleosome (Luger et al., 1997). It has been documented that histone 

H3 arginine side chains interact with the minor groove of DNA at fourteen sites 

around the histone octamer. Ten out of these fourteen arginine residues are found in 

the core histone-fold domain while the other four occurrences are in the flexible N-

terminal tail regions. Additionally, arginine can undergo methylation similar to lysine 

residues in the octamer.  

 

Based on our model of lagging-strand synthesis (Smith and Whitehouse, 

2012), key histone-DNA contacts mediated by histone H3 residues could impede, alter 

or permit the progression of Polδ as it approaches the nucleosome dyad during strand-

invasion of the previously synthesized Okazaki fragment. Hence, the underlying 

rationale for mutating arginine residues (that associate with the DNA strands) in 

histone H3 was to directly interrogate the influence of histone structure on lagging-

strand synthesis, and by extension, nucleosome assembly behind the fork. 

Residue # Original Residue Location Mutated 
to

Nature of Change Note

40 R �N, Entry 
site

A,K Basic > Neutral; Basic 
> Basic

Enters minor groove

63 R  Entry site, 
second coil

A,K Basic > Neutral; Basic 
> Basic

Nearest DNA atom is 4.6 Å 
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Figure 3-1: Histone H3 residues mediate crucial interactions with DNA. Histone H3 
structure depicting positions of important arginine residues (R40 = orange spheres; R63 = red 
spheres; blue spheres represent R83 which is not described in this thesis). DNA wrapped 
around the nucleosome core is also shown. Pymol was used to generate three viewing angles 
of the same residues, highlighting their locations and proximity to the DNA backbone.  

 

Here I selected two previously uncharacterized key arginine residues (R40 and 

R63) in the αN and α1 helices of histone H3 protein, based on their location and 

ability to interact directly with the DNA helix (Fig.3-1, Table 3-1). Previously, point 

mutation of H3 R40 to alanine caused an increase in nucleosome mobility 

accompanied by a limited enhancement of H2A/H2B dimer exchange and DNA 

breathing	   (Ferreira et al., 2007). Here, I describe their potential role in nucleosome 

assembly and positioning as uncovered by our Okazaki fragment assay. 

  

 

Arg40

Arg63
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Results 

 

Reduction of free histones available for nucleosome assembly during S-phase 

 

Previously, it was reported that the total amount of histone H3 does not vary 

significantly between wild type and mutant strains carrying deletions of single alleles 

of H3-H4, within the limits of detection of western blotting (Liang et al., 2012). 

Instead, the pool of free histones (bound to chaperones Asf1 or Nap1) was greatly 

diminished in a Δhht2-Δhhf2 strain.  Hence, it was feasible that conditional repression 

of the HHT2-HHF2 allele would engender a comparable reduction of free histones 

available for incorporation into nucleosomes during DNA replication.  

 
To this end, I used an inducible, bidirectional Gal-1,10-promoter cloned 

upstream of one copy of histones H3 and H4 (i.e. HHT2-HHF2) to repress expression 

of histones H3 and H4 upon constitutive growth in glucose in our Okazaki fragment 

assay (Fig. 3-2). In the presence of 2% galactose, the Gal-1,10-promoter is active and 

permits expression of histones H3-H4 from the HHT2-HHF2 copy (in addition to the 

normal galactose-independent transcription of HHT1-HHF1). On the other hand, in 

the presence of 2% glucose the Gal-1,10-promoter effectively represses (West et al., 

1984) expression of HHT2-HHF2, generating a mimetic Δhht2-Δhhf2 strain.  
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Figure 3-2: Experimental strategy for histone depletion using Gal-1,10-promoter. 
Buddying yeast carries two copies of histone H3 and H4 genes. One copy (HHT1-HHF1) is 
divergently transcribed from Chromosome II while the second copy (HHT2-HHF2) is located 
chromosome XIV. We placed the latter under a glucose-repressible Gal-1,10-promoter as 
depicted in this schematic. 
 

 

Using this glucose-repressible allele of HHT2-HHF2, I first tested the viability 

of yeast in the absence of normal biallelic H3-H4 expression. When yeast were grown 

in increasing glucose concentrations, cells lacking the output of one histone H3-H4 

gene pair did not display any growth defects in a spot assay (Fig. 3-3). This is 

consistent with previous studies (see preceding section) where no gross growth defects 

are observable upon histone shutoff from a single copy of H3-H4 in yeast. 

Presumably, the second copy continues to provide sufficient total histone proteins 

required for multiple nuclear processes and cell survival. Recalcitrance towards 

variations in histone dosage also accords with the absence of bulk chromatin changes 

reported in Δhht2-Δhhf2 mutants (Liang et al., 2012). 

 

HHF1 HHT1 Promoter 

HHT2 HHF2 Gal-1/10 

HHT2-HHF2 (in 2% galactose)

HHF1 HHT1 Promoter 

HHT2 HHF2 Gal-1/10 

HHT2-HHF2 (in 2% glucose)
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Figure 3-3: Glucose-titration growth assay. Buddying yeast carrying one copy of histones 
H3 and H4 under a glucose-repressible Gal-1,10-promoter (pGal:hht2/hhf2) was grown on 
YPGal agar plates containing  0%-2% glucose. Spot assay was done using serial 1:5 dilutions 
of a log phase liquid cultures. Wild-type cells were used as a control for normal growth on 
both carbon-sources. 
 

Nonetheless, the inability to see a growth phenotype does not necessarily 

signify competent nucleosome assembly during DNA synthesis. In fact, yeast cells 

lacking histone chaperones and ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes failed 

to exhibit any sickness in a spot assay (see Appendix 2). Yet these individual (Δcac1) 

and combinatorial (Δisw1, Δchd1) mutants do possess underlying, transient defects in 

replication-coupled chromatin assembly as detected in our Okazaki fragment assay 

(see Chapter 2). 

 

Replication-coupled nucleosome assembly is sensitive to nucleosome octamer 

abundance    

 

In order to systematically assess the possibility that free histone H3-H4 pools 

could modulate nucleosome formation in the path of extending Polδ during DNA 

replication, we compared Okazaki fragment size distribution for yeast cultures grown 

in galactose and glucose (Fig. 3-4). Wild-type cells show an indistinguishable profile 

of Okazaki fragment in both growth conditions. When cells carrying one histone H3-

H4 copy (HHT2-HHF2) under a galactose-inducible promoter were constitutively 

grown in galactose-rich media the periodicity of the Okazaki fragments mirrored that 

of wild-type cells. Interestingly, the same cells grown continuously in glucose (H3-H4 

shutoff from one allele) showed a redistribution of the Okazaki fragments on a 

WT

WT, pGal:hht2/hhf2

2% YPGal 2% YPD
2% YPGal +0.01% 

Glucose
2% YPGal +

0.025% Glucose
2% YPGal +

0.05% Glucose
2% YPGal+ 

0.075% Glucose
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denaturing agarose gel.  
 

Figure 3-4: Okazaki fragments increase in length upon global histone loss. Denaturing 
agarose gel electrophoresis of radiolabeled Okazaki fragments was carried out using two 
indicated strains, continuously cultured either in glucose or galactose as carbon-source. Lane 
intensity traces for each strain are depicted in the right panel. Okazaki fragment length and 
periodicity from a wild-type (black) strained mirrored those from the histone-shutoff strain 
(dark blue) grown in galactose. In glucose, HHT2-HHF2 was repressed (light blue) and 
monosome-sized fragments were shifted higher on the gel. Fragments >500bp were also 
enriched upon histone depletion.  

 

Similar to mutants lacking H3K56ac (Δasf1, Δrtt109) (Fig. 2-1c), the ratio of 

small to large fragments was noticeably skewed towards longer Okazaki fragments. 

Moreover, fewer monosome-sized fragments also imply longer elongation by DNA 

polymerase before encountering a nucleosome dyad barrier. Altogether these data 

indicate that at limiting histone concentrations, nucleosome density becomes a 

prominent determinant of replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. While this could 
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potentially explain transcriptional dysregulation associated with histone depletion, it 

remains to be seen whether defects in nucleosome assembly due to low nucleosome 

numbers persist across cell cycle stages. 

 

Nucleosome octamer structure regulates sensitivity to DNA replication inhibitors 

  

We probed the role of nucleosome structure during assembly and positioning 

by focusing on two key arginine residues in histone H3, namely H3 R40 and R63. 

Substitution mutants (arginine to lysine and arginine to alanine) were generated in a 

CDC9-repressible background, lacking one copy of histones H3 and H4 (Δhht1-

Δhhf1). We used a commercially available plasmid library of histone H3 and H4 point 

mutants to knock in the desired point mutation at the remaining endogenous allele of 

H3-H4 (HHT2-HHF2). Therefore, all the histone H3 being expressed would carry the 

point mutation of choice. 

 

Figure 3-5: Arginine point mutants show delayed growth in response to inhibition of 
DNA replication. Growth at 30°C was verified on YPD agar plates containing 100mM 
hydroxyurea. Spot assay was done using serial 1:5 dilutions of log phase liquid cultures. Wild-
type cells were used as a control for normal growth. Parent here refers to a wild-type strain 
lacking HHT1-HHF1. All point mutations were knocked-in to the remaining histone H3 copy 
at HHT2-HHF2 locus. 

 

YPD + 100mM HU

WT

Parent

R40A

R40K

R63A
R63K

R83A

R83K

R40A
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We assessed the response of these mutants (referred to as H3 R40A, R40K, 

R63A and R63K here onwards) to hydroxyurea (HU). HU is a potent inhibitor of 

DNA replication as it reversibly blocks the activity of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), 

an enzyme required for conversion of rNTPs to dNTPs. Strikingly, H3 R40A, but not 

the R40K, mutant showed heightened sensitivity to 100mM HU (Fig. 3-5). This result 

alludes to the requirement of a positively-charged modifiable residue at position 40 in 

histone H3 during DNA replication, or possibly, during repair of stalled or damaged 

forks. In contrast, H3 R63A and R63K mutants resembled wild-type cells and did not 

exhibit growth defects at the HU concentration tested. Nonetheless, sensitivity to 

increased levels of DNA damage cannot be ruled out for these mutants. 

 

Arginine residues in histone H3 are important for replication-coupled nucleosome 

assembly 

 

As H3 R40 makes direct contacts with the entry gyre of the DNA helix, we 

asked whether mutations at this residue could perturb nucleosome assembly in our 

Okazaki fragment assay. The parent strain for the histone point mutants contains only 

the highly expressed HHT2-HHF2 allele, while the lowly transcribed copy (HHT1-

HHF1) is deleted. As expected, the Okazaki fragment profile is largely similar to a 

wild-type strain (with both copies of histone H3 and H4 genes intact) (Fig. 3-6). 

Although we detect a marginal increase in the fragments on a denaturing gel, the 

overall spacing is not significantly different. We favor the possibility that despite 

expression from the existing histone allele, fluctuation in nucleosome density upon 

loss of HHT1-HHF1 manifests as moderately modified Okazaki fragment distribution 

in the parent strain. Note that this observation agrees with our findings in the 

preceding section, underlining the fact that loss of either copy of core histones begets 
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changes during replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. Interestingly, deletion of 

the allegedly low-expression allele (Δhht1-Δhhf1) has a milder influence on Okazaki 

fragment length (Parent, lane 3 in Fig. 3-6) compared to the repression of the highly 

expressed Gal-driven H3-H4 allele (pGal:hht2-hhf2, lane 2 in Fig. 3-4). This is 

consistent with HHT2-HHF2 producing 6-8 fold more mRNA than HHT1-HHF1 in 

yeast	  (Cross and Smith, 1988). 
 

 

Figure 3-6: Histone H3 arginine residues regulate replication-coupled assembly. 
Denaturing gel electrophoresis of radiolabeled Okazaki fragments from indicated genotypes 
was carried out. Traces of signal intensity for each lane are show on the bottom right (colors 
correspond to genotypes). Parent here refers to a wild-type strain lacking HHT1-HHF1. All 
point mutations (lanes 4-7) were knocked-in to the remaining histone H3 copy at HHT2-
HHF2 locus. 
 

Most importantly, we find that the characteristic periodicity of Okazaki 

fragments is completely abolished in the H3 R40A mutant, reminiscent of a Δcac1 
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(Fig. 2-1b) or Δisw1, Δchd1 mutant (Fig. 2-2b). In contrast, the R40K, R63A and 

R63K mutants do not exhibit a global abrogation of nucleosome-assembly in our 

assay. While the Okazaki fragment profile of a histone H3 R40K mutant resembles a 

wild type (or more accurately, a parental strain), the H3 R63A and R63K mutants 

display dissimilar patterns. The R63A mutant showed an increase in higher-order 

fragment lengths (greater than trisome-sized species or >450bp) and a corresponding 

loss of monosome-sized fragments. Nonetheless, the periodicity of the fragments was 

not entirely disrupted reminiscent of H3K56-acetylation defective mutants (Fig. 2-1c) 

and histone-depletion mutants (Fig. 3-4). In contrast, the R63K mutant shows a 

distinct signal around monosome-sized Okazaki fragments on the gel (peak around 

200bp) but does not show periodically sized longer fragments. This differential 

contribution of R63 hints at a critical role played by this arginine in controlling 

replication-coupled nucleosome-assembly. Combined together, these data suggest that 

individual histone residues can severely compromise the ability of the nucleosome 

octamer to function as a substrate for nucleosome assembly and positioning during S 

phase. 

 

Discussion 

 

Density of nucleosomes controls chromatin assembly at the replication fork 

 

The ability of absolute histone numbers to regulate chromatin states has 

received substantial interest over the last few decades. Initial reports investigating 

histone H4 depletion in cycling yeast cells reported significant lethality in S-phase	  

(Kim et al., 1988), linking histone numbers to a period of rapid nucleosome assembly 

on nascent DNA. Indeed, the massive decline in survival was attributed to an initial 
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defect in replication-coupled nucleosome assembly since the cell lost nearly half of all 

its nucleosomes. Even as cell viability diminished during S-phase, surviving cells 

synchronously arrested in G2 and exhibited a complete block in chromosome 

segregation. Re-activation of histone H4 expression in G2-phase proved inadequate to 

effectively rescue the nucleosome assembly defect. In parallel, decreased nucleosome 

availability led to altered chromatin structure as defined by an increase in nuclease 

sensitivity and aberrant MNase-derived chromatin ladders.  

 

More recently, microarray experiments aimed at analyzing the genome-wide 

effect on transcription reported that nearly a quarter of the yeast genome was de-

repressed upon loss of canonical histone proteins in yeast (Wyrick et al., 1999). Next-

generation sequencing based studies corroborate previously noted phenotypes. One 

such study used a yeast strain harboring only one functional copy of histone H3 

(HHT2), placed under an inducible GAL1 promoter (Gossett and Lieb, 2012). Upon 

growth in glucose (H3-shutoff), TSS-aligned composite plots of MNase-seq data 

revealed a striking loss in the degree of positioning of most nucleosomes. While +1 

nucleosomes retained their positions, other nucleosomes further downstream in the 

gene body were fuzzier. Along with decay in positioning, nucleosome occupancy 

genome-wide did not correlate with wild-type levels.  

 

Intriguingly, a large proportion of lost nucleosomes corresponded to promoter 

regions in the aforementioned study. Consistent with our findings on GRF-dependent 

nucleosome positioning (see Chapter 2), it can be speculated that chromatin at 

promoters and other regulatory features of the genome are very rapidly organized 

during DNA replication. Consequently, these regions would be most susceptible to 

severe changes in histone dosage in the cell. Additionally, at lower nucleosome 
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densities DNA sequence reportedly becomes a driver of nucleosome occupancy and 

positioning (Gossett and Lieb, 2012). Indeed, at restrictive histone H3 levels in vivo, 

chromatin organization was found to resemble nucleosome assembled using in vitro 

reconstitution. This observation is consistent with a compendium analysis conducted 

in S. cerevisiae (van Bakel et al., 2013) . Upon histone H4-shutoff, the meta-profiling 

report also uncovered shifts in +1, +2, +3, and +4 nucleosomes over the course of 3-6 

hours of histone H4 depletion.  

 

Contrary to the above evidence, in vitro reconstitution using yeast whole cell 

extracts and ATP did not show increased variance from in vivo nucleosome 

positioning when histone:DNA ratios were reduced by  50% (Zhang et al., 2011). 

Yeast mutants lacking Nhp6 genes (similar to High Mobility Group Box 1 protein in 

mammals) have significantly lower total core histone content than wild-type yeast. 

Surprisingly, experiments carried out in nhp6 mutant yeast also reported normal 

positioning and spacing for most nucleosomes, although overall occupancy was 

compromised	   (Celona et al., 2011). These discrepancies could be attributed to 

differences in the resolution of positioning data. Nevertheless, there is ongoing debate 

whether nucleosome density in vivo is truly a determinant of nucleosome assembly 

and positioning.  

 

Here we demonstrate in vivo that loss of core histones H3 and H4 results in 

longer Okazaki fragments and is symptomatic of delayed nucleosome assembly during 

DNA replication. While we have not sequenced Okazaki fragments under the shutoff-

conditions, we speculate lower nucleosome occupancy around key regulatory features 

and decreased correlation with in vivo mapped nucleosome dyads. It should be noted 

that in all previous experimentation histone H3 or H4 histone levels had been 
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modulated individually. While this strategy could lead to identical phenotypes, 

perturbing the ratio of H3:H4 in the cell may add an extra source of chromatin 

dysfunction and imbalance. Here, we examined the effect of simultaneous H3-H4 

depletion in our Okazaki fragment assay.  

 

In addition, the other allele expressing histones H3-H4 is unchanged in our 

experiments and contributes a basal level of endogenously expressed H3 and H4 

proteins. Although this alters the dynamic range being studied, the HHT2-HHFT2 

copy reportedly produces 6-8 times more mRNA than the other H3-H4 allele	   (Cross 

and Smith, 1988). Hence, differential histone gene expression provides a convenient 

intrinsic tool to create variations in histone dosage. This background level of 

endogenous histones could serve as a buffer against secondary effects of global 

reduction in nucleosome density while allowing us to observe transient and subtle 

changes in replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. This could potentially also 

explain the residual Okazaki fragment periodicity upon histone depletion, observed in 

denaturing gels, unlike a Δcac1 mutant. As observed in previous studies, bulk 

chromatin and gene expression profiles do not change extensively in a Δhht2-Δhhf2 

mutant implying substantial ongoing histone production in the cell. 

 

An important conceptual point is that our findings are not necessarily in 

contrast to the density-independent packing of nucleosomes reported in vitro (Zhang, 

2011, Science). The in vitro reconstitution experiments were carried out using 

asynchronous whole-cell extracts and, thus, do not reflect upon the possible problems 

during rapid assembly behind the replication fork. Our results capture defects during 

DNA synthesis with higher sensitivity than in vitro assembly assays. Nonetheless, 

these disparate findings can be reconciled in a unified view of nucleosome assembly 
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and positioning during the cell cycle. It is feasible that the replication-coupled 

dependency on nucleosome density will be mitigated over time through the action of 

compensatory trans-acting mechanisms. We favor an integrative model wherein a host 

of factors (histone gene expression, histone protein stability, ATP-dependent 

remodeling, GRFs, histone chaperones and specific DNA-sequences) promptly helps 

overcome or correct an initial ‘statistical positioning’ pattern, giving rise to 

nucleosome concentration-independent assembly packing of nucleosomes in vivo.  

 

Octamer composition: nucleosome assembly & positioning rely on key histone 

residues  

 

In this chapter, we delineate the role of histone H3 R40 (near the entry/exit 

site) and R63 (adjacent to the αN helix) in replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. 

In the original nucleosome structure report, R40 side-chain hydrogen bonds with the 

phosphate backbone of the DNA gyre and also with sugar ring and the adenine base of 

another gyre (Fig. 3-1). Biochemical reconstitution studies show that R40A mutation 

does not impair the ability to form an octamer, although it has distinctly higher 

nucleosome mobility and DNA unwrapping at the ends	   (Ferreira et al., 2007). 

Moreover, histone dimer exchange was also elevated in parallel to increased sliding 

and removal of DNA from the ends. In the absence of detailed in vitro characterization 

of mutated H3 R63 nucleosome octamers, we cannot exclude the possibility of similar 

nucleosome sliding and breathing phenotypes underlying our findings from Okazaki 

fragment analyses of H3 R63A and R63K substitutions. 
 

Nonetheless, existing data supports a potential role for H3 R63 in nucleosome 

assembly. Recent studies described the structural architecture of the full yeast CAF-1 
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complex in association with histones H3 and H4 using hydrogen-deuterium exchange 

and cross-linking mass-spectrometry (XL-MS) approach (Kim et al., 2016; Liu et al., 

2016). Intriguingly, both groups report that histone H3 K64 forms cross-links to Cac1. 

Histone H3 R63, examined in this chapter, lies adjacent to this Cac1-interacting 

residue. It is also known that at the H3 R63 side-chain is located exactly between two 

phosphate groups of opposite DNA strands and forms hydrogen bonds with both these 

DNA strands (Luger et al., 1997). Furthermore, arginine 63 mediates three additional 

water-bridge interactions with phosphate groups placing it in a crucial DNA-

interaction domain of histone H3. It is possible that Cac1 shields the H3 R63-

containing DNA-binding surface of histone H3-H4 dimers, thereby precluding 

spurious histone-DNA association during replication-coupled nucleosome assembly.  

Currently, a thorough investigation is needed to understand the structural properties of 

arginine residue 63 of histone H3. 

 

Nucleosome structure impinges on numerous, coordinated strategies of 

genome organization. One such mechanism involves the plethora of PTMs that are 

often associated with specific chromatin states during gene regulation and epigenetic 

memory. Most of the widely studied PTMs are known to occur on the highly 

disordered N-terminal tails of core histones (Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011). 

Amongst other roles, modifications on these extensions beyond the globular core of 

the nucleosome recruit several accessory chromatin-binding and chromatin-modifying 

factors. Indeed, the histone code relies on these PTMs, single or in combination, to 

provide an epigenetic layer of control over various DNA-associated processes. Histone 

H3 tail residues are also at play during higher order condensation of chromatin by 

regulating chromatin fiber formation and switching between different chromatin states 

(Ferreira et al., 2007). 
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Although histone methylation is one of the best studied PTMs, a bulk of the 

research has focused exclusively on lysine residues. Mechanisms involved in 

generation and readout of arginine methyl-marks remain to be fully established.  

Similar to lysine, arginine can undergo monomethylation (Rme1), asymmetrical 

dimethylation (Rme2a), and symmetrical dimethylation (Rme2s) catalyzed by 

specialized protein arginine methyl-transferases, namely type I (for Rme1 and Rme2a) 

or type II (Rme1 and Rme2s) PRMTs (Yang and Bedford, 2013). Arginine 

methylation and associated-factors are now also being implicated in cancer and 

metastasis. Methylation has been characterized for some H3 sites (R2, R8, R17, and 

R26) and one histone H4 position (R3) (Di Lorenzo and Bedford 2011). Based on our 

findings, we speculate that additional arginine residues, particularly outside the 

histone-fold domains, could perform crucial roles in nucleosome assembly during 

DNA replication in addition to controlling other dynamic properties of the octamer. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Conclusion 

 

Myriad architects give rise to the chromatin landscape on nascent DNA 

  

A hallmark of eukaryotes is the high degree of compaction of their genomes 

into a repetitive, condensed nucleoprotein complex called the nucleosome. Packaging 

of the genome into nucleosomes results in a dynamic chromatin structure 

characteristic to a given organism. The organization of eukaryotic chromatin into 

nucleosomes has manifold functional consequences. Indeed, all DNA transactions, 

from DNA replication to repair, recombination to transcription etc. are affected by 

nucleosome positioning and DNA accessibility. Using a variety of in vivo mapping 

methods, nucleosome positioning has been extensively profiled across nearly 30 

different species (Hughes et al., 2012; Lieleg et al., 2015).  One consistent theme 

across all organisms characterized is the existence of extremely specialized promoter 

architecture, involving NDRs and strongly positioned -1 and +1 nucleosomes.  The 

establishment and maintenance of this stereotypic, conserved nucleosome positioning 

pattern has motivated exhaustive research spanning the last decade. Specifically, 

experimentation has attempted to deconstruct the multitude of cis- and trans-factors 

and their relative contributions to sequence-directed and/or packing models of 

nucleosome positioning. 

 

This thesis tackled the fundamental question: how are nucleosomes assembled 

and positioned on nascent DNA? Using lagging-strand synthesis in budding yeast as a 

proxy, we attempted to expound the role of major molecular factors in DNA-
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replication coupled nucleosome assembly and positioning. Okazaki fragment 

processing occurs in close proximity to the site of chromatinization of newly 

synthesized DNA. Previously, we had discovered that Okazaki fragment termini lie in 

nucleosome dyads and nucleosomes represent a barrier for elongating DNA 

polymerases. The Okazaki fragment assay allowed us to achieve higher spatio-

temporal resolution than earlier in vitro reconstitution or in vivo nucleosome-mapping 

approaches.  In combination with denaturing agarose-gel analyses of radiolabeled 

Okazaki fragment ends, we exploited a genomics-based strategy to assess nucleosome 

positioning in budding yeast.  We also detailed the organization of newly deposited 

nucleosomes around regulatory elements of the genome. 

 

In summary, chapter 2 uncovers non-redundant roles for histone chaperones 

CAF-1 and Rtt106 in influencing nucleosome assembly at the replication fork. As part 

of a parallel study, we have also characterized specific domains in the CAF-1 complex 

that are important for nucleosome assembly in vivo (see Appendix 3). Surprisingly, we 

report proficient, yet possibly delayed, nucleosome assembly in the absence of 

acetylation of lysine 56 on histone H3, a post-translational mark deemed critical for 

nucleosome deposition during S-phase. In support of several years of biochemical and 

genetic studies, we provide new in vivo evidence that ATP-dependent chromatin 

remodeling enzymes are dominant determinants of nucleosome assembly and 

positioning during DNA replication. GRFs perform as molecular barriers providing 

steric signals for nucleosome packing. In the absence of such ‘focal points’ or 

‘organizing centers’, like Abf1, Reb1 and Rap1, nucleosome organization by histone 

chaperones & chromatin remodelers is severely compromised at hundreds of 

promoters in the yeast genome. Collectively, our findings support a ‘loading and 

remodeling’ mediated barrier-packing model of nucleosome assembly and positioning. 
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We also employed an alternative approach involving CsCl density gradient 

centrifugation to address another pressing question in the field: does chromatin ahead 

of the fork influence re-assembly and de novo assembly of nucleosomes on to newly 

synthesized DNA? Remarkably, we demonstrate that nucleosome organization behind 

the replication fork is independently and selectively altered in the absence of vital 

chromatin-assembly factors. Unlike recent findings from Drosophila (Ramachandran 

and Henikoff, 2016) and biochemical experiments (Fei et al., 2015; Torigoe et al., 

2011b), we observe prompt establishment of mature chromatin behind the replication 

fork. This incongruity could be explained by the smaller genome size and shorter S-

phase in budding yeast; however, the differences in resolution and biological 

relevance necessitate further investigation of this essential phenomenon across 

different organisms in vivo. 

 

Chapter 3 addresses the role of core histones comprising the nucleosome 

octamer and their related properties. We describe how histone protein levels shape the 

nucleosome landscape during DNA replication.  Inadequate histone supply strongly 

affects global nucleosome spacing during replication-coupled assembly. Additionally, 

we outline the importance of nucleosome structure in chromatin assembly by 

analyzing deleterious histone H3 point mutants. We attribute crucial functions to 

select arginine residues and highlight the capacity of histone-DNA contacts to regulate 

dynamic nucleosome assembly during DNA replication in vivo.  

 

Based on the above findings, we furnish novel evidence that in vivo 

replication-coupled assembly occurs relatively quickly, is heavily influenced by a 

consortium of factors acting in tandem to generate highly ordered chromatin structure 

across the yeast genome.  In conclusion, my thesis has expanded on our current 
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understanding of replication-linked nucleosome assembly and positioning by 

identifying an in vivo role for new molecular players, demarcating the relative 

contribution of known factors and investigating the global kinetics and interplay of 

chromatin regulation. Furthermore, this work further underscores the amenability of 

Okazaki fragment analysis as a powerful means to interrogate chromatin organization 

in vivo. 

 

Future directions towards a general model of in vivo assembly and positioning 

 

Through work in this thesis, and in extant literature, an integrative model of 

nucleosome assembly and positioning in vivo has begun to emerge. Yet, we are a long 

way from being able to confidently predict where nucleosomes will be present on “any 

1-kb sequence in a given organism”	   (Hughes and Rando, 2014). Currently, our 

knowledge of redundant activities and, importantly, the connection between different 

mechanistic principles of nucleosome assembly remains limited. As we move towards 

a broad examination of various determinants involved and their overlap in vivo, it will 

be imperative to answer many outstanding questions. 

 

Loading and remodeling: a multitasking-approach to chromatin assembly 

 

A key finding in our analyses was the viability of yeast mutants lacking 

individual or combination of nucleosome assembly factors.  This observation begs the 

question: how are nucleosomes being assembled in a mutant lacking histone 

chaperone CAF-1 as well Rtt106? We speculate that alternative histone chaperones, 

like Chz1, FACT or Nap1, function in parallel to the aforementioned participants. 

Indeed, the causal link between individual factors and precise aspects of replication-
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coupled assembly is blurred. A preliminary examination of a Nap1-deletion strain did 

not show aberrant Okazaki fragment length distribution on a denaturing agarose gel 

(data now shown). Nonetheless, the hierarchy of individual histone H3-H4 chaperones 

warrants further investigation. In addition, unidentified chaperone activity exists and 

novel factors that can bind and deposit histones on to nascent DNA await discovery.  

 

Similar to histone chaperones, a plethora of chromatin remodelers like RSC, 

Ino80, SWI/SNF need to be further investigated for potential roles in replication-

coupled nucleosome assembly. A first examination of a Δino80 mutant in the Okazaki 

fragment assay and through deep sequencing (see Appendix 5) did not reveal any 

major defects in chromatin organization at the replication fork. Nonetheless, our 

general findings support a direct role of various chromatin remodeling enzymes during 

DNA replication. In agreement with a previously proposed “remodeler code” and 

remodeling reactions in vitro, we posit that nucleosomes do not necessarily occupy 

equilibrium, thermodynamically favored positions in vivo (Lieleg et al., 2015). 

Instead, active ATP-hydrolysis provides energy for positioning of nucleosomes at 

steady-state locations in the genome. Remodelers possibly help overrule the intrinsic 

DNA-sequence preference of histones. It could be argued that chromatin remodelers 

must then remain constantly associated to prevent the relapse of nucleosomes into 

intrinsic sequence-directed positions. However, the contrary is also conceivable: 

nucleosomes positioned by a remodeler will stay frozen at new locations even in the 

absence of the remodeler. In fact, it has been demonstrated that nucleosomes remain 

kinetically fixed on DNA, even at thermodynamically unfavorable positions, under 

physiological conditions (Korolev et al., 2007).  
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Furthermore, support for ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers serving as 

more than mere “nucleosome lubricators” that slide or push nucleosomes has been 

provided by the in vitro reconstitution system developed by the Korber group	  (Lieleg 

et al., 2015). In one such study, generation of promoter NDR at a single locus (PHO8) 

required RSC and could not be rescued by substitution with purified SWI/SNF or 

ISW2	   (Wippo et al., 2011). Hence, chromatin remodelers might play selective and 

precise roles in nucleosome positioning and need to be investigated in greater detail 

during initial assembly during DNA replication. 

 

GRFs: steric barriers or inadvertent facilitators of nucleosome positioning 

 

GRFs can exert a powerful influence on chromatin structure through their 

robust eviction and occlusion of nucleosome assembly at specific NDRs enriched for 

binding sites (Yarragudi et al., 2004; Yu and Morse, 1999). However, the logic of 

GRF-determined nucleosome positioning has remained elusive due to conflicting 

observations in the literature. For example, it had been previously shown that NDR 

formation could be induced by introduction of an ectopic Reb1 site in the genome, but 

only in a poly(dA:dT)-dependent manner (Raisner et al., 2005).  On the other hand, 

removal of Reb1 sites at the ILV1 or GAL1-10 loci and/or of the poly(dA:dT) 

sequences at ILV1 or PHO5 promoters had little effect on nucleosome positioning 

(Angermayr and Bandlow, 1997; Fascher et al., 1993; Reagan and Majors, 1998). 

Moreover, increase in nucleosome occupancy and gene expression through the CLN2 

promoter necessitated the simultaneous deletion of multiple GRF and TF sites (Bai et 

al., 2011).  
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Our data provide clarification for a direct role of Reb1, and likely other GRFs, 

in acting as physical barriers against which nucleosomes get organized during DNA 

replication. Even so, changes in expression of Reb1-associated gene targets upon 

conditional GRF-depletion warrant closer examination. Are defects in nucleosome 

assembly and positioning during S-phase suggestive of errors in gene transcription at 

the same/distal Reb1-target genes? It has also been proposed that GRFs can directly 

recruit specific remodelers to their binding sites, as mentioned above for Reb1 and 

RSC. Remodeler recruitment has been widely proposed through interactions with long 

stretches of DNA at NDRs, binding to TFs, recognition of specific PTMs and also 

long-range DNA looping (Lieleg et al., 2015). Here, we propose that chromatin 

remodeling enzymes, present in large abundance in the yeast nucleus, help ‘load and 

remodel’ the bulk of nucleosomes during replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. 

Though we cannot completely discount the possibility that remodelers might be 

concentrated at certain genomic locations (through some or all of the listed 

mechanisms), we favor ubiquitous activity of these enzymes during DNA replication.  

 

H3K56 acetylation: revisiting a central tenet of de novo nucleosome assembly 

 

A salient discovery of this thesis was the apparent dispensability of H3K56 

acetylation during replication-coupled assembly. Evidence from multiple studies could 

help explain our findings. Firstly, Asf1 does not physically associate with its H3K56 

acetylating partner, Rtt109 in a very stable complex (Driscoll et al., 2007; Han et al., 

2007b; Tsubota et al., 2007a). As mentioned in Chapter 2, Asf1 was inessential for de 

novo chromatin assembly in Xenopus in the presence of proficient CAF-1 is present 

(Ray-Gallet et al., 2007). Moreover, CAF1 and Rtt106 display only a two-fold 

augmentation in binding affinity for K56ac over the unacetylated form of histone H3	  
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(Su et al., 2012; Winkler et al., 2012). A former study reporter that the Δasf1, Δcac1 

double mutant was synthetic sick, showed higher DNA content and temperature-

sensitive (Tyler et al., 1999). Nonetheless, this strain was able to carry out DNA 

replication and remained viable.  

 

Altogether, these data raise definite questions about the prevalent view 

involving H3K56 acetylation on all newly synthesized molecules of histone H3. 

Furthermore, this PTM of supposed central importance to chromatin assembly is not 

entirely conserved across evolution. H3K56ac has been reported globally in yeast 

(Kaplan et al., 2008; Masumoto et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2005) but is largely absent from 

metazoan cells, especially on newly synthesized histones in humans (Garcia et al., 

2007; Stejskal et al., 2015). In hESCs, H3K56ac can be found only at specific genes 

and not in somatic cells (Xie et al., 2009). Therefore, it remains to be seen what 

universal function, if any, the H3K56-acetylating machinery plays during DNA 

replication.  

 

Histone variants: fitting new pieces to the ‘basic’ jigsaw puzzle 

 

This thesis has focused on the replication-coupled assembly of canonical core 

histones into nucleosomes and the factors involved therein. However, histone variants 

generate an additional layer of complexity to the chromatin assembly process 

(Venkatesh and Workman, 2015). Histone variants can associate with different flavors 

of histone chaperones and are incorporated, evicted and recycled during specific 

nuclear processes. Future studies should aim to examine the role of key histone 

variants during DNA replication. For example, we wondered if the histone H2A.Z 

variant could influence replication-coupled nucleosome assembly. The GRF Reb1, an 
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important determinant of replication-coupled assembly as shown in this thesis, can 

reportedly recruit the RSC complex for NDR establishment, prior to H2A.Z deposition	  

(Hartley and Madhani, 2009). Moreover, Reb1 binding is observed at or near ChIP-

seq-identified sites for subunits of the Ino80 and SWR-C complexes	  (Yen et al., 2012). 

Both these ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complexes are directly involved in 

H2A/H2A.Z exchange. In particular, Swr1 (the catalytic subunit of the SWR-C 

complex) has been ascribed histone-chaperone like activity	  (Hong et al., 2014).   

 

We asked if deletion of Swc2, a H2A.Z/H2A exchange subunit of SWR-C 

could impact the remodeling of nucleosomes during DNA replication. Unlike Δisw1, 

Δchd1 mutants, SWC2 deletion did not disrupt the periodicity of Okazaki fragments on 

a denaturing gel (data not shown). Nonetheless, it is possible that additional 

components of RSC, SWR-C or Ino80 complexes, along with Reb1, could be working 

in concert to generate nucleosome architecture at NDRs during DNA replication. 

Additional experiments are needed to explore how most nucleosomes exhibit 

conserved and strong positioning across thousands of genes, especially in compact 

genomes. 

 

 Transcription: a cause or consequence of nucleosome positioning in vivo? 

 

This thesis centers on mechanistic roles of various players in nucleosome 

assembly and positioning during DNA replication. However, transcription is closely 

connected to chromatin structure (Li et al., 2007; Rando and Winston, 2012). 

Importantly, the creation of NDRs at promoters, the correlation between the strongly 

positioned +1 nucleosome and TSS, and organization of highly ordered nucleosome 

arrays within coding regions are all concerted strategies to ensure one goal: regulation 
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of gene transcription. Based on in vitro reconstitution experiments, it has been 

proposed that transcription is not vital to generation of in vivo-like periodic 

nucleosome arrays (Lieleg et al., 2015). Yet the positions of the +1 nucleosome and 

further coding nucleosomes were shifted downstream from their corresponding in vivo 

positions in reconstituted systems. Similar to data obtained from RNAPII inactivation, 

in vitro nucleosome reconstitution experiments led to the idea that transcription helps 

order chromatin structure. One model postulates that nucleosomes are progressively 

pushed upstream towards the NDR and subsequently evicted (conveyor-belt-and-

chopper model) (Weiner et al., 2010). In this thesis, we find that nucleosomes are 

quickly assembled and concomitantly positioned during DNA replication. 

Transcription occurring around DNA replication sites could influence this process and 

merits additional investigation.  Generally, our data support a transcription-

independent global model of rapid loading and remodeling nucleosomes behind the 

replication fork, allowing for the likelihood that transcription-related processes may 

fine-tune the positioning of +1 and downstream nucleosomes in the gene body. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

DNA extraction: Okazaki fragment preparation 

 

Yeast strains carrying degron-tagged, doxycycline-repressible alleles 

of CDC9 (see Table 5-1 for a list of strains) were grown at 30  °C in YEP medium 

supplemented with 2% glucose. At optical density OD600 ~ 0.3, doxycycline was 

added to final concentrations of 40  mg  l−1, and the culture shaken at 30  °C for 2.5  h. 

Fifty-millilitre cultures were used for labeling experiments, and 200-ml cultures for 

purification and library generation. 

 

Genomic DNA was prepared from spheroplasts as described previously(Smith 

and Whitehouse, 2012; Smith et al., 2015). Following ligase repression, cells were 

collected by centrifugation, washed in SCE buffer (1  M sorbitol, 100  mM sodium 

citrate, 60  mM EDTA, pH 7.0) and spheroplasted for 3  min with 5  mg zymolyase 20T 

per 50-ml culture. Spheroplasts were washed with SCE, and resuspended in 480  µl 

lysis buffer (50  mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50  mM EDTA, 100  mM NaCl, 1.5% sarkosyl) 

containing 150  µg proteinase K (Fisher). Digestion was carried out for 2–16  h at 

37  °C. After digestion, residual proteins and peptides were precipitated by adding 

200  µl 5  M KOAc and centrifugation at 16,000g for 30  min at 4  °C. Nucleic acids were 

precipitated from the supernatant by addition of 500  µl isopropanol and centrifugation 

at 16,000g for 10  min. Pellets were washed twice with 500  µl 70% ethanol, 

resuspended in 300  µl STE buffer (10  mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1  mM EDTA, 100  mM 

NaCl) and digested with 25  µg RNase A and/or 10  U RIboshredder RNase blend at 
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37  °C for 30  min. Genomic DNA was precipitated by addition of 20  µl NaOAc, pH 5.5 

and 800  µl ethanol followed by centrifugation at 5,000xg for 10  min at room 

temperature (25  °C). Pellets were washed with 70% ethanol and re-suspended in 1  µl 

TE (10  mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 0.1  mM EDTA) per ml original culture volume. DNA was 

stored at 4  °C. 

 

DNA labeling 

 

Two to four microlitres of DNA (corresponding to the genomic DNA content 

of 2  ml cultured cells) was used in 20  µl labeling reactions containing 5  U Klenow 

(exo-) polymerase and [α-32P]dCTP at a final concentration of 33  nM. Note that total 

genomic DNA from all samples (on any given denaturing gel) was first normalized by 

loading on a 0.7% native agarose gel and stained with Ethidium Bromide. Equal 

amounts of RNA-free genomic DNA were then labeled for denaturing agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Free label was removed using Illustra microspin G-50 columns (GE 

healthcare). Labeled DNA was separated in 1.3% denaturing agarose gels (50  mM 

NaOH, 1  mM EDTA). After electrophoresis, the gel was neutralized and DNA 

transferred to an uncharged nitrocellulose membrane via capillary transfer. 

Membranes were exposed to phosphor screens or film.  

 

Okazaki fragment purification 

 

Genomic DNA purified as described earlier was denatured by heating to 95  °C 

for 5  min, rapidly cooled on ice and brought to pH 12 using 50mM NaOH. 

Purification was carried out in batch using 400  µl Source 15Q (GE healthcare), 

binding at 50mM NaOH (pH 12) and eluting in NaCl using 50  mM steps to 1M NaCl 
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(pH 12). As determined by purification of pre-labeled fragments, fractions from 600–

750  mM NaCl contained the majority of fragments of interest. DNA was ethanol 

precipitated and treated with 10  U Riboshredder RNase blend for 30  min at 37  °C to 

remove residual, undigested RNA: digestion products were removed using Illustra 

microspin G-50 columns to leave essentially pure Okazaki fragments. 

 

Sequencing library generation 

 

Ion-torrent PGM adaptor primer pairs with single-stranded overhangs were 

annealed by cooling from 95  °C and purified from 12% native polyacrylamide gels via 

standard methods.  

Sequences of the adaptor pairs are as follows: 

5′ top, CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAG; 

5′ bottom, NNNNNNCTGAGTCGGAGACACGCAGGGATGAGATGG;  

3′ top, /Phos/ATCACCGACTGCCCATAGAGAGG;  

3′ bottom, CCTCTCTATGGGCAGTCGGTGATNNNNNN. 

 

Up to 500  ng denatured purified Okazaki fragments were incubated at 16  °C 

overnight in a ligation reaction containing 1  µg of each primer pair and 1,000  U T4 

DNA ligase. Unligated adaptors were removed using Illustra microspin S-300 columns 

(GE healthcare) and a second strand-synthesis reaction carried out at 72  °C using Taq 

2X polymerase mix (NEB). Products from ~200–1,000  bp were purified from 2.5% 

agarose gels run in TBE using Qiaquick kits (Qiagen). Purified libraries were 

amplified (16 cycles) using Ion-Torrent primers according to Ion Torrent protocols, 

except that KOD hot start polymerase (Novagen) was used. Amplified libraries were 

purified using Ampure or MagNA beads (1.2x volume of PCR product). Beads and 
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PCR product were mixed by pipetting ten times, incubated on the bench for 5 minutes 

and placed on a magnetic rack for 2 minutes. After discarding the supernatant, beads 

were washed with 200 µl of 70% ethanol twice. Tubes were removed from the rack, 

40-50 µl of 1x TE was used to re-suspend beads. Beads were mixed and incubated on 

the bench for 2-3 minutes. Eluent was collected in a fresh 1.5 ml tube once beads had 

fully separated on the magnetic rack. 

 

CsCl density transfer  

 

200ml volume of cells were grown at 23°C in minimal “heavy” media (0.1%, 

[13C]6 glucose; 0.01%, [15N] (NH4)2SO4), to an OD600 = 0.4. Alpha-factor was added 

and cells grown for ~3 hours to arrest in G1 phase. Arrested cells were harvested by 

centrifugation and re-suspended in 200ml of “light” medium (YPD, containing 2% 

[12C] glucose) pre-warmed to 37°C. Pronase was added and cells were incubated at 

37°C for ~3.5 hours to induce arrest (cdc7-1). Cells were subsequently released into S-

phase by cooling the cultures in an ice-slurry to lower the temperature to 23°C rapidly. 

Five minutes after temperature shift, 50ml volumes were harvested every 5 minutes 

for wild-type and Δcac1 strains or 6 minutes for Δisw1, Δchd1 mutant (which releases 

from arrest and replicates with slower kinetics than wild-type). EDTA was added to a 

final concentration of 20mM and cells were rapidly pelleted and frozen at -80°C. Cells 

were thawed on ice and spheroblasted at 23ºC with zymolyase; chromatin was then 

digested with the addition of 50 units Micrococcal Nuclease for 5 minutes at 23°C. 

DNA was de-proteinized, purified and separated on an isopycnic CsCl gradient (van 

Brabant and Raghuraman, 2002) at 47,000rpm for 24h followed by 27,000rpm for 

16h. Fractions (~24) were collected and SYBR Green was added to each fraction to 

allow detection of the peak DNA fractions by measured fluorescence. Peak fractions 
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were pooled, and CsCl was removed by dialysis. Samples were precipitated and 

visualized using 1.2% native agarose gel electrophoresis, as shown in Fig. 3b. 

 

Bioinformatics analyses  

 

Mapping sequencing data: All Okazaki fragment libraries are single-end 

sequenced using Ion-Torrent PGM (original run) or Proton (replicate run) platforms. 

Data were aligned to the UCSC (sacCer3, April 2011) build of the S. cerevisiae 

genome using BOWTIE2. Data was quality filtered and sorted using Samtools, and 

hits per base mapped using Bedtools. Position of 5′ end of reads with Q30 or greater 

are reported in SGR files (GEO Series GSE63583).  

 

Correlation with global nucleosome positions: In figures 1a and S3a, Okazaki 

fragment 5′ ends (this study) or MNase-seq derived nucleosome positions 

(Gkikopoulos et al., 2011) are plotted around consensus nucleosome dyad positions 

mapped in vivo in a wild-type yeast strain. The top 50% of nucleosome dyad positions 

(by confidence score), taken from a meta-analysis (Jiang and Pugh, 2009) were used in 

our analysis. Figure 1a also shows nucleosome positions from in vitro assembly using 

purified ACF, and salt-dialysis (Zhang et al., 2009).  

 

Nucleosome distributions around GRF-binding sites: In Figures 4, S2-S3 &S5, 

we analyzed the positions and abundance of Okazaki fragment 5′ ends that exist 

within   a <1000bp range around a GRF-binding site. The data are shown as a sum 

total of the counts of all the 5′ termini detected on both strands (Watson and Crick). 

GRF-binding site, in these graphs, is defined as the combined midpoints of functional 

Abf1, Reb1, Rap1 (GRF) binding sites as identified previously (MacIsaac et al., 2006). 
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The top 50% of nucleosome dyad positions (by confidence score), taken from a meta-

analysis (Jiang and Pugh, 2009) (grey) are also shown relative to the GRF binding 

sites.  

	  

Histone depletion assay 

 

A divergent, glucose-responsive Gal1,10 promoter was cloned upstream of the 

endogenous promoters of histones H3 and H4 [only at copy number two: HHT2-

HHF2].  Cells were grown in 5ml YEP with 2% raffinose starter cultures to saturation. 

For Okazaki fragment preps and western blot experiments, 50ml YEP liquid medium 

was supplemented with either 2% galactose or glucose, respectively. Starter cultures 

were diluted (approximately 1:5000) into the 50ml media with inducing or repressive 

conditions and grown overnight at 30°C. At early log-phase cells (O.D. = 0.2-0.4) 

were harvested and processed for Okazaki fragment analysis as described previously. 

For western blotting, mid-log phase (O.D. = 0.4-0.7) cells were harvested. 

 

Histone point mutant generation 

 

Histone point mutants were generated using a ‘Yeast Synthetic Histone H3 and 

H4 Mutant Collection’ available in E. coli. Developed by th Boeke lab (Johns Hopkins 

University), the versatile library of 486 systematic histone H3 and H4 substitution, and 

deletion mutants was originally generated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae to investigate 

the contribution of each amino acid to nucleosome function. Each amino acid residue 

was systematically substituted with alanine, and all alanine residues were changed to 

serine. We used the Yeast Histone H3 and H4 Mutant Collection available in and 

bacteria. The bacterial collection contains all 486 mutants in E. coli.  Bacterial stocks 
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were cultured in 5ml LB broth containing ampicillin and plasmids carrying the 

specific point mutation of interest were extracted using mini-prep. 5µg of each 

plasmid prep were digested using BciVI restriction enzyme.  Digests were verified on 

native agarose gels for the presence of a 4071bp insert carrying the histone H3 ORF. 

Plasmid digests (50µl total volume) were transformed into yeast strain yIW356 using 

the LiAc transformation protocol. Transformants were selected on YC-Ura plates and 

gDNA was extracted. PCRs were carried out to verify successful knock-in and 

integration of the Histone H3 cassette into the yeast genome. Point mutations were 

verified by sequencing across the purified PCR product containing the mutant HHT 

ORF.  

 

Reb1p-depletion: auxin-inducible degradation 

 

A doxycycline-repressible N-terminal degron (used in ligase-repression 

previously, and in this study) was cloned upstream of the endogenous Reb1 gene in a 

wild-type yeast W303 strain carrying a CDC9-3x-miniAID allele and a codon 

optimized, galactose-inducible version of the E3-ligase osTIR1	  (Kubota et al., 2013). 

The AID-tagged protein can be rapidly degraded upon exogenous addition of 

galactose (to activate the E3 ligase) and auxin (to link the AID repeats with the 

ubiquitin-conjugating E3 enzyme). Cells were grown overnight in 50ml liquid YEP 

medium containing 2% raffinose. Around O.D. ~0.2, 2% galactose and 40µg/ml 

doxycycline were added to the Reb1p-depletion culture. This is referred to as the “0 

hr” time point. To a control flask, only 2% galactose was added. 1 hour later, 1mM 3-

indole acetic acid was added to both flasks. Two hours since the first addition of 

galactose and doxycycline, another dose of doxycycline (40µg/ml) was added to the 

Reb1p-depletion flask alone. After a total of four hours, cells were harvested for 
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Okazaki fragment preps and sequencing library generation. For sequencing, 200ml 

cultures were used instead of 50ml. For western blotting of Reb1-HA and tubulin, 

~108 cells were harvested at 0 hour, and each subsequent hour for four hours. 

 

 

Protein extraction & Western blotting 

 

TCA protein precipitation was carried out using whole cell yeast extracts. 

Briefly, cells were collected by centrifugation and resuspended in 200µl of 20% TCA 

solution. Zirconia/silica or glass beads were added and cells were lysed by vigorous 

vortexing for 1 min. The supernatant was collected, after a brief slow spin, into a new 

tube. The beads were washed twice with 200µl of 5% TCA; each wash was added into 

the new tube containing the previous supernatant. The pooled suspension was 

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm, supernatant was discarded and the pellet was 

dissolved in 100µl of 1X Laemmli buffer. pH was adjusted by adding ~50µl of 1M 

Tris-base (the solution turns blue).  Samples were boiled for 5 mins before loading. 

SDS-PAGE was carried out using 7.5% resolving and 4% stacking polyacrylamide gel 

(for Reb1-HA and tubulin blots. Rat anti-HA primary antibody was used at 1:1000 

dilution and anti-rat secondary was used at 1:2000. Mouse anti-tubulin primary was 

used at 1:20,000 while goat anti-mouse secondary was added at 1:10,000. All 

antibodies were diluted in 5% non-fat milk in 1X TBST.   
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Table 5-1: Strains used in this study 

• Asterisk denotes strains used for Okazaki fragment deep sequencing 
• Strains listed in bold were used for the CsCl density transfer experiments (see Fig. 

2-4) 
Strain # Referred to as Genotype 
yIW347 WT (wild-type)* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-

0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT 
yIW397 Δcac1* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-

0, cac1::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW401 Δrtt106* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, rtt106::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW514 Δcac1, Δrtt106* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cac1::HYG , rtt106::KanMX, 
cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW416 Δrtt109 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, rtt109::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW396 Δasf1 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, asf1::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW391 Δvps75 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, vps75::HYG,  cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW394 Δisw1* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  isw1::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW399 Δisw2 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, isw2::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW395 Δchd1* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  chd1::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW411 Δisw1, Δchd1* MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  isw1::HYG,  chd1::KanMX, 
cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW418 Δisw1, Δisw2, 
Δchd1 (Δ,Δ,Δ) 

MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, 
isw1::HYG,  chd1::KanMX,  
isw2::URA3,  cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW530 Δioc3 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  ioc3::KanMX, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 
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yIW520 Δioc4 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  ioc4::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW428 Δioc3, Δchd1 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  ioc3:: KanMX ,  chd1::HYG,  
cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW429 Δioc4, Δchd1 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  ioc4::KanMX,  chd1::HYG,  
cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW591 Δioc3, Δioc4 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, 
ioc3::URA3,  ioc4::HYG, cdc9::tetO7-
CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW586 Δioc3, Δioc4, Δchd1 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0,  ioc3::URA3  ioc4::KanMX,  
chd1::HYG,  cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-
cmv_Laci-NAT 

yIW370 pGAL::hht2-hhf2 MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT, 
pGAL1,10::hht2-hhf2 

yIW356 Parent MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT, 
hht1-hhf1::KanMX 

yIW360 HHT-R40A MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT, 
hht1-hhf1::KanMX, hht2::hht2-
R40A(URA3) 

yIW361 HHT-R40K MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT, 
hht1-hhf1::KanMX, hht2::hht2-
R40K(URA3) 

yIW362 HHT-R63A MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT, 
hht1-hhf1::KanMX, hht2::hht2-
R63A(URA3) 

yIW363 HHT-R63K MATa, his3-1, leu2-0, met15-0, ura3-
0, cdc9::tetO7-CDC9-cmv_Laci-NAT, 
hht1-hhf1::KanMX, hht2::hht2-
R63K(URA3) 

yIW508 WT (wild-type) Mata, cdc7-1, bar1, trp1-289, leu2-
3,112, his6 

yIW510 Δcac1 Mata, cdc7-1, bar1, trp1-289, leu2-
3,112, his6,  cac1::NAT 

yIW522 Δisw1, Δchd1 Mata, cdc7-1, bar1, trp1-289, leu2-
3,112, his6,  isw1::NAT,  
chd1::KanMX 
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APPENDIX 
 
 

Appendix 1: S phase is impaired in a chromatin remodeler double mutant (right-side 
panel) as determined by FACS. The Δisw1 single mutant resembles a wild-type strain.  
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Appendix 2: Genetic interaction between histone chaperones and chromatin 
remodelers. Combined deletion of several factors results in a mild growth defect 
under normal growth conditions on YPD. 
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Appendix 3: CAF-1 mutants lacking WHD cannot fully rescue the nucleosome 
assembly defect of Δcac1. These findings are part of a collaborative work with the 
Luger lab (Mattiroli et al., 2016, manuscript in preparation). 
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Appendix 4: Reb1-ts allele shows residual DNA-binding at restrictive temperature 
(compare room temperature, RT, to 34°C). Okazaki fragment 5′ ends are plotted 
around GRF binding sites as in Chapter 2. 
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Appendix 5: Deletion of catalytic subunit of the INO80 chromatin remodeling 
complex does not result in nucleosome disorganization during DNA replication. 
Okazaki fragment 5′ ends are plotted around GRF binding sites as in Chapter 2. 
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